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D i m a p u r, Ma rc h  1 5 
(EMN): The residence of 
the former president of 
Naga Council Dimapur, 
Savi Liegise was once 
again raided by the Assam 
Rifles in the early hours 
of March 15, according to 
the Kuda village council. 

In a statement issued 
on Thursday, the coun-
cil expressed shock and 
outrage over the raid con-
ducted at the residence of 
Liegise who is an advisor 
to the council. Personnel 
of the 32 Assam Rifles had 
conducted the raid be-
tween 3 am and 3.48 am 
on Thursday ‘causing im-

mense mental trauma to 
the members of his fam-
ily especially his daugh-
ters (aged 12 and 14), his 
wife and three sisters’, it 
stated. 

The council recalled 
that it was the second 
instance of military forces 
raiding Liegise’s residence 
‘during a time the Nagas 
have entered into a cru-
cial peace dialogue for 
solution’ – the first occa-
sion being a raid by the 37 
Assam Rifles in 2015.

“ To d a y ’s  f r u i t l e s s 
dawn raid, barely a fort-
night after assembly elec-
tion, was carried out by 

the 32 Assam Rifles col-
umn purportedly based 
at Firing Range, Dimapur, 
numbering above 30 led 
by a Captain Jaish. The 
Council learned that the 
entire house was over-
turned, searched and 
rummaged by the sol-
diers for what was said 
as looking for ‘unlicensed 
weapons’. 

“Even the bathrooms 
and kitchen were not 
spared. The sisters later 
found two silver rings 
missing from the bath-
room where a lady cadre, 
a Naga, who identified 
herself as a Christian, 

speaking Nagamese went 
in twice. There were two 
other lady cadres in the 
column one of whom 
frisked the wife and the 
two minor daughters of 
our leader, which was 
nothing but sheer hu-
miliation,” the statement 
read. 

A c c o rd i n g  t o  t h e 
counci l ,  Liegise  had 
“never owned any illegal 
weapons nor is known to 
be associated or involved 
with any underground 
factions whatsoever ex-
cept his relentless battle 
for communal peace and 
harmony right up to this 

day”.
It stated that the raid 

was either ‘a political-
ly-motivated scheme or 
someone’s nefarious de-
sign to malign’ Liegise’s 
image. 

The council also stat-
ed that it will not remain 
“silent spectators if any 
untoward incident befalls 
upon him through such 
scheming” while urging 
‘all civil organisations to 
raise voice in earnest for 
immediate revocation of 
this draconian law AF-
SPA, 1958 which is be-
ing abused to harass the 
public’. 

New Delhi, March 15 
(IANS): Taking note of 
alarming shortage of of-
ficers and other ranks 
in the armed forces, the 
Parliamentary Standing 
Committee on Defence 
has recommended five-
year compulsory military 
service for those aspiring 
for gazetted jobs in the 
state and central govern-
ments.

It  comes after the 
Centre told the panel that 
the Defence Ministry had 
sent a recommendation 
to the Department of 
Personnel and Training 
(DoPT) to make military 
service of five years com-
pulsory for those aiming 
for direct recruitment in 
the central and state gov-
ernment services.

The Standing Com-
mittee's report tabled 
in Parliament this week 
said the government had 
informed it that the "rec-
ommendation regard-
ing providing five years 
of compulsory military 
service to such aspir-
ants... with a view to over-

come shortage of officers 
in the armed forces, has 
been taken up with the 
DoPT."

"The response of the 
department is awaited." 

The panel, however, 
rapped the Defence Min-
istry, saying that "appar-
ently, the Ministry of De-
fence has not taken up 
the matter with due seri-
ousness with the DoPT". 

" T h e  c o m m i t t e e , 
while recommending 
five-year compulsory 
military service to such 
aspirants, has taken into 
account the fact that 
there is a perennial and 
alarming shortage of of-
ficers and PBOR (Person-
nel Below Officer Rank) 
in the armed forces, 
which needs to be cor-
rected. The committee, 
once again expresses the 
desire that the issue of 
shortage of officers needs 
to be given priority for 
being addressed," the 
report said.

There is a shortage of 
7,679 officers and 20,185 
Junior Commissioned 

Officers/Other Ranks in 
Army; 1,434 officers and 
14,730 sailors in Navy; 
and 146 officers and 
15,357 airmen in the In-
dian Air Force.

As per the informa-
tion furnished in another 
report of the committee, 
in case of Army officers, 
the sanctioned strength 
is 49,932 whereas the 
held strength is 42,253.  
With regard to JCOs/ORs, 
the existing strength is 
11,94,864 as against an 
authorised strength of 
12,15,049.

In the Navy, against 
a sanctioned strength 
of 11,827 officers, the 
strength is 10,384. In case 
of naval personnel, the 
present strength is 57,310 
against a sanctioned 
strength of 71,656 men.

In the IAF, the sanc-
tioned strength of officers 
is 12,549 while the actual 
personnel figure is 12,340. 
In the case of airmen, 
the present sanctioned 
strength is 1,42,529 while 
the present strength is 
1,27,510.

Chandigarh, March 15 
(PTI): The Haryana As-
sembly today unanimous-
ly passed a Bill which pro-
vides for death penalty to 
those found guilty of rap-
ing girls aged 12 years or 
less.

After Madhya Pradesh 
and Rajasthan, Haryana 
has become the third state 
where the Assembly has 
approved the provision 
of capital punishment for 
such sexual offenders, the 
House was informed.

The Criminal  Law 
(Haryana Amendment) 
Bill, 2018, moved by the 
state's Parliamentary Af-
fairs Minister Ram Bilas 
Sharma, was passed on 
the last day of the budget 
session.

The Bill was passed 
unanimously with INLD 
and Congress members 
also lending their support.

A few Congress mem-
bers put forth some sug-
gestions, with senior 
leader Kiran Choudhary 
suggesting death penalty 
and harsher provisions for 

Islamabad/New Delhi, March 15 (IANS): Pa-
kistan has called back its High Commissioner 
Sohail Mahmood for consultation over "har-
assment" of its diplomatic staff and their fami-
lies from New Delhi in a move downplayed by 
India on Thursday as "normal and routine".

Pakistan's Foreign Office spokesperson 
Mohammad Faisal said they will hold consul-
tations with Mahmood over "recent incidents 
of harassment of their diplomats" where they 
were "intimidated, vehicles transporting their 
children to schools had been stopped, gas 
supply to the embassy had been cut".

In response, Indian External Affairs Min-
istry spokesperson Raveesh Kumar said: "It 

is pretty normal for an Ambassador or a High 
Commissioner in any country -- for example 
the resident Ambassadors and High Commis-
sioners who are in India -- to go back to their 
capital to hold consultations with the foreign 
office. 

"This is pretty routine in nature," Kumar 
said. "We, of course, have no comments to of-
fer as to why the Pakistani High Commissioner 
has gone back." 

Pakistan's Foreign Ministry claimed that 
its Deputy High Commissioner's car was 
chased and his driver abused by a group of 
men in the Indian capital last week. "The total 
apathy and failure of the Indian government 

to put a halt to these despicable incidents, 
sparing not even young children, indicates 
both a lack of capacity to protect foreign diplo-
mats posted in India or a more reprehensible, 
complicit unwillingness to do so," Faisal said. 
He alleged that India had not taken measures 
to safeguard Pakistani diplomats and their 
families in New Delhi. 

Asked what steps New Delhi took following 
Pakistani protests, Kumar said: "We do not 
want to respond to these issues through the 
media but through established diplomatic 
channels. At this stage what I can share with 
you is that we are looking into the issues which 
have been raised by their side."

Itanagar, March 15 (PTI): 
Arunachal Pradesh As-
sembly today passed the 
Money Lending (Regula-
tion) Bill 2018 to con-
tain unregulated money 
lending prevalent in the 
state which rendered 
people vulnerable at the 
hands of money lenders.

The Bill would pave 
t h e  w a y  t o  re g u l a t e 
money landing through 
regular checking by au-
thorised officers to pro-
tect the debtors from 
exploitation.

As per the clauses of 
the Bill, whoever car-
ries on the business of 
money lending without 
obtaining a valid license 
from the government, 
will be punished with 
imprisonment for up to 
five years, or with fine 
which might extended 
to Rs 5 lakh, or with both.

"The money lending 
practice has paved the 
way for extortion and 
other unlawful activities 
in the state as the debt-
ors were forced to com-

mit crime to earn money 
to repay their loans," 
Home Minister Kumar 
Waii said.

People  even were 
forced to sell their prop-
erties to repay the loan 
and even several cases of 
divorce were reported in 
the state because of this, 
he said.

Deputy Chief Minis-
ter Chowna Mein who 
also holds the finance 
portfolio had introduced 
the Bill on March 9. It 
was passed by voice vote.

New Delhi, March 15 
(IANS): The Supreme 
Court on Thursday lashed 
out at a section of the me-
dia for what it said was 
"irresponsible reporting" 
and observed that they 
should not feel like the 
"Pope sitting on the pul-
pit".

Chief Justice of India 
Dipak Misra in particular 
criticised the electron-
ic media and websites 
against baseless publica-
tions, containing insinua-
tions, and emphasised the 
importance of "responsi-
ble journalism".

Justice Misra said: 
"Many in the electronic 
media think they can write 
anything. Whatever excites 
your imagination -- you 
can write anything and get 
away...can some people 

sit on the pulpit and write 
anything? Is that journal-
ism?"

"How can anyone write 
whatever they feel about 
anyone. There are lim-
its... are they free to write 
anything? What they write 
sometimes is sheer con-
tempt of court," the CJI 
observed.

Stressing that he was 
not commenting on the 
case before the bench, 
Justice Misra added: "You 
cannot reproduce any-
thing that comes to your 
heart and mind. There 
has to be some basis. You 
cannot nurture, construct, 
construe, create anything. 
That's not the culture of 
journalism."

"The question of gag-
ging the media does not 
come at all. I have myself 

Dimapur, March 15 (EMN): The speaker of the Na-
galand Legislative Assembly (NLA), Vikho-o Yhoshü 
has recognised former chief minister of Nagaland, TR 
Zeliang as the leader of opposition in the 13th NLA. 

A delayed DIPR update on Thursday informed 
that the speaker had recognised Zeliang as the leader 
of opposition “with effect from the afternoon of the 
13th March, 2018.” 

In separate updates, it also informed about the 
appointments of chief whip by three political parties. 
Accordingly, the Nationalist Democratic Progres-
sive Party has appointed CM Chang as it chief whip; 
National People's Party has Imnatiba as its chief 
whip; and P Paiwang Konyak is the chief whip of the 
Bharatiya Janata Party. 

Dimapur, March 15 (EMN): The Nagaland Pradesh 
Congress Committee (NPCC) has suspended the 
membership of its former president I Imkong, and 
working president Ayang Aonok. 

In a statement issued today, the state Congress 
informed that the duo has been served with show-
cause notices asking them why disciplinary actions 
should not be taken on them. Pending ‘disposal of 
disciplinary action’, both have been suspended from 
the party and relieved of their NPCC assignments with 
effect from March 12, it informed. 

The NPCC’s executive committee, it informed, 
had on March 10 resolved to take strict disciplinary 
action on the two leaders “for their anti party activi-
ties”, it informed. 

Kuda village council calls it abuse of AFSPA by the military personnel 

Asks Gujarat trial court to suspend proceedings against ‘The Wire’ till  April 12

Former NCD president’s house raided again Parliamentary panel 
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training for job aspirants

Haryana passes bill allowing those 
guilty of raping children to be hanged

SC flays section of media for 'irresponsible reporting'

Speaker gives nod to Zeliang 
as opposition leader 

Arunachal passes bill to check 
unregulated money lending

Pak recalls envoy over 'harassment', India downplays move
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Min.Max. Max.Min.
Aizawl 28° 15°

Agartala 36° 22°

Gangtok 22° 10°

Guwahati 31° 18°

Imphal 28° 13°

Itanagar 27° 17°

Shillong 21° 12°

Delhi 32° 16°

Kolkata 37° 23°

Chennai 34° 26°

 Max:  Min:
KOHIMA 22° 10°
DIMAPUR 31° 16°
 RF:  RH:
KOHIMA Nil 76%
DIMAPUR Nil 84%
* Rainfall (RF) * Relative humidity (RH)
Temperature in State Capitals
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Love takes off masks 
that we fear we cannot 
live without and know 
we cannot live within. 

~ James A. Baldwin
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Oi your cattle plays football or 
cricket or what? This is a sports 

stadium okay not a farm... 
You either drink or play here, 

nothing else
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rebuffed all attempts to 
gag the media, but we do 
expect the media, espe-
cially electronic media, to 
become more responsi-

ble. They cannot publish 
anything only because 
they have some websites," 
Justice Misra said while 
cautioning such electronic 

media and websites.
Justice Misra's remarks 

came during the hear-
ing of an appeal by news 
portal "The Wire" and its 

founding editors and jour-
nalist against the Gujarat 
High Court's January 8 
order, refusing to quash 
summons issued against 
them by a trial court.

Jo u r n a l i s t  Ro h i n i 
Singh's article on the com-
pany of Jay Shah, son of 
BJP President Amit Shah, 
was published in "The 
Wire". 

The article claimed 
Jay's company's turnover 
grew exponentially after 
the BJP-led government 
came to power at the Cen-
tre in 2014.

The top court asked 
the Gujarat trial court not 
to proceed till April 12 
with the criminal defama-
tion complaint filed by Jay 
Shah last year against the 
news portal and its jour-
nalists.

The bench also com-
p r i s i n g  Ju s t i c e  A . M . 
Khanwilkar and Justice 
D.Y. Chandrachud asked 
Jay Shah to filed his re-
sponse within two weeks.

The High Court had in 
January, rejecting the web-
site's petition for quashing 
of the criminal defamation 
case filed by Jay Shah, had 
said that based on initial 
impression, there was a 
case against the reporter 
and editors.

The article "The Gold-
en Touch of Jay Amit Shah" 
is per se defamatory and 
the trial court should pro-
ceed with the case, the 
High Court had ordered.

In October 2017, Jay 
Shah had filed a criminal 
defamation case in the 
trial court in Gujarat after 
'The Wire' article.

all rapists irrespective of 
the age of victims.

"After Section 376-A 
of the Penal Code, the fol-
lowing Section shall be 
inserted, namely 376-AA," 
the Bill stated.

Under section 376-AA, 
in case of rape of a girl up 
to 12 years of age, there will 
be a punishment of death 
or rigorous imprisonment 
of not less than 14 years 
which may extend to im-
prisonment for life that is 
for remainder period of 
persons natural life, ac-
cording to the legislation.

A provision 376-DA 
has also been added after 
section 376-D of the penal 
code.

Under section--376-
DA, if a girl upto 12 years 
of age is raped by one or 
more persons constitut-
ing a group, each of those 
persons shall be deemed 
to have committed the 
offence of rape and will 
be punished with death 
or rigorous imprisonment 
for a term which will not 
be less than 20 years, but 
which may extend to life 
along with a fine.

The Bill also provides 
for making the existing 
criminal laws related to 
other sexual offences more 
stringent.

The punishment un-
der section 354 of the IPC 
(Assault or criminal force 
against woman with intent 
to outrage her modesty) 
will not be less than two 
years (earlier not less than 
one year) but may extend 
up to seven years (earlier 
up to five years).

Also, under section 
354D (2) of the IPC, those 
found guilty of stalking 

will be punished on first 
conviction with impris-
onment up to three years 
and can be punished on 
a second or subsequent 
conviction, with impris-
onment for not less than 
three years, but which may 
extend to seven years (ear-
lier up to five years).

The new additions also 
include provisions of fin-
ing the convict and any 
such fine will be paid to 
the victim.

Chief Minister Mano-
har Lal Khattar, during 
his speech in the House, 
expressed anguish over 
recent incidents of rape 
in the state, which he said 
had happened in the past 
as well.

He said voices were 
raised from various quar-
ters that provisions of 
"harsher punishment for 
rape".

"Some members have 
made some suggestions, 
which are procedural in 
nature. Through this Bill, 
whose intention is that 
the tough law will act as a 
strong deterrence, we are 
taking a first step," he said.

He rejected charge lev-
elled by some opposition 
members that politics was 
the reason for bring the 
tougher law.

Congress members Ka-
ran Singh Dalal and Geeta 
Bhukkal also gave their 
suggestions while Women 
and Child Development 
minister Kavita Jain said 
while tough laws will be 
in place from time to time, 
there was also a need to 
bring about a change in 
the mindset among the 
people to help stop crimes 
against women.
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Tsiepama village resolves to curb wildlife crime Kohima prepares to welcome monsoon 

International women’s week concludes 

Mon to organise district games

Villages 
congratulate 
new govt.

Unity College to 
host mega job fair

Mon’s DC directs department 
heads to be in station 

Students sensitised on consumers rights 

Assam Rifles nab one with arms 

Forest department officials along with members of Tsiepama village council and Tsiepama community 
reserve management committee during the awareness programme on March 15.

Participants pose for a group photo at the culmination programme of International Women’s Day 
celebration in Kohima on March 15.

Vice chairman of DPDB Mon, K Thavaseelan (centre), during the DPDB meeting held at DC’s conference 
hall in Mon on March 15.

KDLSA members with students and school authorities of DBS, Sechu Zubza on the occasion of World Consumers Right Day.

Accused along with the seized arms under the police custody.

Vice chairman of DPDB, Kohima, Rajesh Soundararajan chairing the 
DPDB meeting in Kohima on March 15.

D i m a p u r,  M a r c h  1 5 
(EMN): Tsiepama village 
council under Dimapur 
district has joined hands 
with the state forest de-
partment towards con-
serving and protection 
of forest and wildlife and 
affirmed not to allow wild-
life crime within the village 
jurisdictions.

This was made known 
during a meeting cum 
awareness programme on 
conservation of wildlife 
held at Tsiepama village 
council hall on March 15 
with participation of the 
officials from wildlife wing 
of the forest department, 
members/chairman of 
Tsiepama village council, 
GBs, chairman and mem-
bers of the Tsiepama com-
munity reserve manage-
ment committee. Around 
50 participants partici-
pated in the programme.

It was thoroughly dis-
cussed how to implement 
Tsiepama community re-
serve project sanctioned 
in 2017-18 by the Ministry 
of Environment Forests 

and Climate Change, 
Government of India, 
New Delhi. 

Satya Prakash Trip-
athi, PCCF (wildlife) and 
Chief Wildlife Warden, 
spoke on the concept 
of community reserve. 
He said that in Naga-
land, existing Commu-
nity Conservation Areas 
(CCAs) can be easily no-
tified into community 
reserves through mak-

ing resolution by the vil-
lage councils for possible 
funding by the Ministry 
of Environment Forests 
& Climate Change, Gov-
ernment of India, New 
Delhi.  

Medovisie, village 
council chairman, has 
appreciated the efforts 
of the forest department 
and assured to extend 
their full cooperation for 
protection and conser-

vation of forest and wild-
life. He also sought clari-
fication from the forest 
department- the benefits 
both tangible and in-
tangible of community 
reserves, to which it was 
explained by Caroline 
Angami, Wildlife War-
den, Dimapur.

K h re h i e  A n g a m i , 
chairman of Tsiepama 
Community  Reser ve 
Management Commit-

tee, stated that the whole 
village is with forest de-
partment for wildlife con-
servation and protection 
of forest and wildlife. He 
stated that wildlife crime 
will not be allowed under 
Tsiepama village jurisdic-
tions. 

He has appealed to the 
forest department to pun-
ish the culprit as per the 
law to avoid recurrence of 
wildlife crime. 

The seriousness and 
implications of wildlife 
crime was explained in 
detail by the forest depart-
ment officials. A copy of 
Wild Life (Protection) Act, 
1972 was handed over to 
the village council for up-
dating their knowledge on 
wildlife crime.

The vote of thanks was 
proposed by Imnanukshi, 
deputy ranger of Wildlife 
Crime Control Unit, Wild-
life Division, Dimapur. 

This was stated in a 
press release issued by 
Satya Prakash Tripathi, 
PCCF (Wildlife) and Chief 
Wildlife Warden.

Dimapur, March 15 
(EMN):  As  the state 
capital Kohima is set to 
welcome the onset of 
monsoon, deputy com-
m i s s i o n e r,  Ko h i m a , 
Rajesh Soundararajan 
has urged the concerned 
departments to take up 
necessary maintenance 
works in the alternate 
routes which are in bad 
shape in order to avoid 
the past experiences.

The DC is also the 
vice chairman of the Ko-
hima District Planning 
and Development Board 
(DPDB) said this during 
the monthly DPDB meet-
ing held on March 15 in 
the DPDB’s conference 
hall, Kohima.

Speaking on pre-
monsoon preparedness, 
the DC reminded that 
during last monsoon sea-
son the Dimapur, Kohi-
ma and Imphal highway 
got cut off and had cause 
numerous hindrances. 
Keeping this in mind, 
he urged the concerned 
department to take up 
necessary maintenance 
works in the alternate 
routes which are in bad 
shape in order to avoid 
the past experiences be-

D i m a p u r, Ma rc h  1 5 
(EMN): The International 
Women’s Week celebra-
tion from March 1to 15, 
under the directives of 
the Ministry of Women 
and Child Development, 
Government of India, cul-
minated on March 15 at 
an event held at pancha-
yat hall, Sepfuzou colony, 
Kohima. 

As part of the inter-
national women’s week, 
the State Resource Centre 
as the PMU of the Beti 
Bachao Beti Padhao has 
been organising vari-

ous programmes such 
as pledge board exhibi-
tion on women centric 
schemes, painting com-
petition on BBBP theme, 
signature campaign, and 
celebration of interna-
tional women’s day. 

The program was joint-
ly organised by Nagaland 
State Social Welfare Board 
(NSSWB) and State Re-
source Centre for Women 
(SRCW) – Women Helpline 
181 and Sakhi-OSC. 

Meneno V, SRCW Re-
search Officer, chaired the 
programme and Juliana 

Medom, SRCW assistant 
state coordinator, gave 
the introduction on the 
international women’s 
week and BBBP. 

Legal entitlements 
and rights of women was 
shared by Vitsino Iralu, 
call responder of Women 
Helpline 181, while Toli, 
counsellor of Sakhi-OSC, 
Kohima, briefed the audi-
ence on women Helpline 
181 and Sakhi-OSC. The 
vote of thanks was pro-
posed by Pfüreiu Thevo, 
vice-chairman of Sephu-
zou colony.

D i m a p u r, Ma rc h  1 5 
(EMN): Deputy commis-
sioner, Mon, K Thavasee-
lan, has informed that 
district games would be 
organised for the different-
ly abled persons on March 
21 from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. at 
Mon local ground.

In a circular, the DC 
stated that district games 
would be conducted in 
the disciplines consisting 
athletics, football, bocce, 
badminton and unified 
sports. He stated that there 
would be no age bar for the 
participants.

DC further informed 
that, Khelo India and Spe-

cial Olympics Nagaland 
would provide T-shirts, 
medal and certificates to all 
participants.  He requested 
those PwDs who are com-
ing from villages to pro-
duce original to and fro 
bus/ sumo tickets so as to 
avail their travelling reim-
bursement. Breakfast and 
lunch would be provided 
to all participants. 

The event would be 
jointly organised by district 
administration, Special 
Olympics Nagaland, Khelo 
India, Mon District Disa-
bled Parents’ Association, 
and the Konyak Baptist 
Church, Mon.

Dimapur, March 15 
(EMN): The GBs and vil-
lage council chairmen of 
six villages have congratu-
lated the new government 
headed by Neiphiu Rio on 
assuming the office. 

The six villages stated 
that due to non-settle-
ment in the rate of land 
compensation under the 
jurisdiction of six villages 
such as Dhansiripar, Zu-
tovi, Razaphe Basa, Pimla, 
Khemnok and Shokhu-
vi, there is still complete 
stoppage of work in the 
ongoing rail project works 
since the last 5 months. 
It was resolved that com-
plete stoppage would con-
tinue till the issue is ap-
propriately addressed by 
the concerned authority.

It has appealed the 
newly elected govern-
ment to look into the mat-
ter and take up the case 
on merit at the earliest so 
that the project is com-
pleted as scheduled.

Dohoi, Head GB Pim-
la; Dejiraj Girisa, Head GB 
Dhansiripar; KK Rio, VCC 
Razaphe Basa; Victo, Head 
GB Zutovi; Vekuto, GB 
Shokhuvi; and P Shingyu, 
GB Khemnok have stated .

Dimapur, March 15 (EMN): 
NIIT Dimapur Centre and 
Internal Quality Assess-
ment Cell (IQAC) of Unity 
College have announced 
to jointly organise a mega 
job fair at Unity College, 
Dimapur, on March 17.

Informing this in a press 
release, NIIT head of centre 
Daniel Changkiri stated 
more than 50 organisations 
from various industries 
viz. IT, ITES, hospitality, 
service, infrastructures, re-
tail, FMCG, media, and job 
consultants are expected 
to participate with more 
than 500 vacancies in all 
kinds of IT & IT enabled 
service roles, besides sales, 
management, financial 
services. 

Organisations which 
are expected to participate 
included Aakash Wood 
Products, Aditya Birla Capi-
tal, Amazon India, Apex 
Manpower, ATC Transport, 
Bajrang Hardware Store, 
Bidyut Bhadra (GST), Em-
ployment Provider, Er. San-
jay Jain (Surveyor), Gallore, 
Genpact, Gyan Chand Jain 
& Co., HP Constructions, 
Hemkunt Motors, Infin-
ity Systems, KT Enterprise, 
Mahabir Prasad Rajkumar, 
MI Industries, Mahavir 
Rice Mills, Nagaland Job 
Centre, Nagaland Today, 

Narendra Pandya, NM Jain 
(Godrej), North-West Con-
structions, Niathu Group, 
Omega Traders, Panesar 
Constructions, Pantaloon, 
Pinnacle Skills,  PK Shoes, 
PL Bagri & Co., Pradip Jain 
(LIC), Reev Tech, Sanjay 
Jain CA Symbios Creations 
(P) Ltd., Tetso College, Trin-
Trin Services, Tech Mahin-
dra, TD Consultant, Tripti 
Mohta CA, Vyrazu Labs, 
World of Titan, Zinyu Gas 
Agency,  etc.

It has invited all the 
NIITians and alumni of 
all its institutional part-
ners namely Unity Col-
lege, NEISSR, St. Joseph’s 
College, Public College 
of Commerce, SD Jain 
Girl’s College, Tetso Col-
lege, Baptist High School, 
Carmel Higher Second-
ary School, Christina Me-
morial Higher Secondary 
School, Livingstone Foun-
dation Higher Second-
ary School, North-Field 
School, SD Jain Higher 
Secondary School, St. Paul 
Higher Secondary School, 
St. Paul School (Phesama), 
Unity Christian Higher 
Secondary School in par-
ticular to participate with-
out fail. All the job seekers 
are further requested to 
carry minimum five up-
dated resumes.

D i m a p u r, Ma rc h  1 5 
(EMN): Deputy commis-
sioner, Mon, K. Thavasee-
lan has directed all Head 
of Departments (HOD) 
to remain in station and 
be present in person dur-
ing the District Planning 
and Development Board 
(DPDB) meetings and cau-
tioned that show cause 
notice would be served to 
those HOD who abstained 
the DPDB meet for two 
consecutive times.

The DC said this while 
addressing the monthly 
Mon DPDB meeting held 
on March 15 in his office’s 
conference hall.

He stated that any 
HOD leaving station must 
inform him in written and 
obtain prior permission. 

He stated that disciplinary 
action would be initiated 
against any HOD who goes 
out of station without prior 
permission. 

The DC further in-
formed that a discreet 
monitoring mechanism is 
in place to check on a daily 
basis whether a particular 
HOD is in station or not. 
He said such measures 
have been necessitated by 
the fact that many HODs 
were absent in depart-
mental meeting called by 
the DC. 

“Mon is one of the best 
places to work and as such 
there is no reason for a 
HOD to stay out of station 
unless there is an emer-
gency,” he said. He reiter-
ated that HODs have to 

be present in person for 
DPDB meetings and not 
sent their representatives.

Meanwhile, the DC 
thanked all the officers 
and employees of Mon 
district for the successful 
and smooth conduct of the 
13th Nagaland Legislative 
Assembly elections 2018. 
He has accredited to the 
hard work and sincerity 
of the ROs/AROs, police, 
polling officers and the 
various teams in ensuring 
peaceful elections despite 
innumerable hurdles due 
to rain and pathetic road 
conditions.

The house resolved 
that the Verification Com-
mittee for LADP should 
submit the latest report on 
the progress of field works.

Kohima, March 15 (EMN): 
Commemorating the world 
consumers right day, Ko-
hima District Legal Services 
Authority (KDLSA) has or-
ganised a programme at 
Don Bosco School in Sechu 
Zubza under Kohima district 
on March 15. 

Speaking on consum-
ers’ rights, Zasitsolie Beio, 
NSLSA panel lawyer, stated 
that a consumer is one who 
buys any goods for a con-
sideration which includes 
a hire-purchase. He stated 
that a complaint can be filed 
when an unfair or restrictive 
trade practice is practiced 
by trader or service provider.

Zasitsolie Beio stated 
that complaint can be made 
when goods bought or to be 
bought and services hired or 
to be hired suffered from any 
deficiency. He also stated that 
complaint can also be filed 
when traders or service pro-

D i m a p u r, Ma rc h  1 5 
(EMN): Basing on a spe-
cific intelligent input, 
Medziphema battalion 
of the Assam Rifles along 

with the state police rep-
resentative one suspected 
NSCN (K) cadre along with 
illegal arms from Medz-
iphema on March 14.

fore the onset of mon-
soon. 

He also requested the 
SDRF team to be ready 
and vigilant in the event 
of any disaster. He also re-
minded the departments 
who are yet to submit 
current status of respec-
tive offices on office area 
and assets availability to 
do so at the earliest as it 
has to be updated yearly 
in order to keep track on 
the record.

The DC also thanked 
all the Heads of Depart-
ments and government 
officials for extending 
their services to the dis-
trict administration dur-
ing the recently conclud-
ed elections. He further 
said the success of elec-
tions would never have 

been possible without the 
help and support extend-
ed by the officials from 
different departments.   

The DC also informed 
on the constitution of var-
ious committees under 
DPDB for the year 2018-
19 such as core commit-
tee, village/ward com-
mittee and verification 
committee for LADP.

CMO (H&FW ), Dr. 
Ritu Thur informed that 
anti-malaria week would 
be observed in the sec-
ond week of May and re-
quested the esteemed 
members to extend their 
help and support. The 
PWD (NH) and (R&B) 
have been entrusted to 
present its departmen-
tal activities in the next 
DPDB meeting.

NEWS IN BRIEF
DC Kohima releases deposited arms
Deputy commissioner & District Election Officer, 
Kohima, Rajesh Soundararajan, has informed that 
with the completion of the state assembly election to 
the 13th Nagaland Legislative Assembly, all the arms/ 
ammunition deposited by the concerned license 
holders may be returned to the concerned depositors 
with proper verification/ receipt by the authority of 
Sr. Superintendent of Police, Kohima.

ANTA Dimapur unit informs
Dimapur unit of All Nagaland Taxi Association 
(ANTA) has informed all its members to avail yearly 
registration and identity card for the year 2018 on 
or before April 15 without fail. This was stated in a 
joint statement issued by the unit general secretary 
Ahoshe Chophi and action convenor Atoho Kinny.

MPC to organise marathon race
Mokokchung Press Club (MPC), in partnership with 
Water Sanitation and Safety Organisation (WSSO), 
PHED Mokokchung, has announced to organise a 
marathon race on March 22 in commemoration of 
World Water Day on the theme “Nature for water.” 
The marathon race would be opened for all age 
groups. MPC president Limalenden Longkumer in-
formed that the marathon race would be conducted 
separately for men and women. The winners of the 
marathon race would get cash prize worth INR one 
lakh. Interested parties are asked to collect the entry 
form from Ao Milen office, Soyim Printers, and Fit-
ness Studio, Mokokchung. All concerned are asked 
to submit the form before May 20. 

Wokha D.El.Ed 2014 convenes meet
D.El.Ed (NIOS) 2014 batch, Wokha unit, has con-
vened a meeting on March16 at 1 p.m. in the resi-
dence of Renchilo, Midland colony, Wokha town. T 
Lotha has informed all D.El.Ed (NIOS) 2014 batch to 
attend the meeting.

vider charged excess prices.  
Zasitsolie Beio in-

formed that complaint 
should be filed within 
two years from the date 
of which the case of ac-
tion arises. He added that 
complaint can be taken up 
even after the stipulated 
time provided the com-
plainant is able to satisfy 
the forum or commission 

for the delay. 
Zasitsolie Beio further 

stated that the consumer 
dispute redressal machin-
ery is at the national com-
mission, state commis-
sion and district forum.  
Speaking on child’s rights, 
Hisinlo Himb, KDLSA 
panel lawyer, explained 
the various children rights 
such as right to survival, 

right to protection, right 
to participation and right 
to development. He also 
stressed on several provi-
sions for the protection 
and care of children pro-
vided in the constitution of 
India as well as various acts 
enacted by the parliament.  

The programme was 
chaired by Puchole Zaphu, 
KDLSA panel lawyer, while 

the welcome address was 
delivered by Fr. Anthony, 
school headmaster. The 
gathering was enthralled 
by special number by the 
DBS students. The vote of 
thanks was delivered by 
Nulhuvolu Rakho.

Students from Classes 
VIII-X, teachers and staff 
of the school attended the 
programme.

T h e  a c c u s e d  h a s 
been identified as Thang 
Khomang (42), son of 
Thangew and resident of 
Medziphema village Ward 
No. 09 under Dimapur 
district. The combined 
team recovered one .22 
mm pistol alongwith mag-
azine and one mobile set 
with SIM card from his 
possession.

Assam Rifles press re-
lease stated that the ac-
cused with the recovered 
items were handed over 
to police station in Medz-
iphema for further inves-
tigation.   
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Y Sacheo Ovung speaking at the orientation programme for statistics   
officers at Kohima on March 15.

EM Images

PB Acharya lighting the inaugural lamp of SYMSAC-IX at the SASRD at Medziphema in Dimapur district 
on March 15.

EM Images

Be ‘decent’ government 
servants, employees told

Sazolie’s career meet pitches out-of-box thinking

‘Statistics is indispensable in 
every field of human activity’

Seminar-dazed Acharya wonders 
if state’s seminars bring changes

STATE

has plenty of medicinal 
plants but the university is 
not initiating to tap such 
study,” he said.

Acharya recounted 
his trip to Mon district 
and meeting with farm-
ers of an ‘unrecognised 
village’ which he said was 
surprising—an ‘unrecog-
nised village’ a common 
statement in the state 
where villages without 
government recogni-
tion are not entitled any 
government funds and 
schemes. The farmers 
there were selling organic 
cardamom at a price of 
INR 270 per kg, he said. 
The crop was then   sold 
at double the price in 
the neighbouring state.  
Strengthening the sector 
should be the goal of hor-
ticulture, Acharya told 
the gathered officials.

“Through this sympo-
sium, find out the situa-
tion of our state and not 
let this be a day’s event 

but a constructive sym-
posium,” he told the con-
ference.

Also, the governor in-
vited to Kohima the uni-
versity after the sympo-
sium for ‘more interaction 
with the intention that the 
symposium does not turn 
out to be just an event but 
bring an outcome.’   

The organising sec-
retary of SYMSAC Dr. CS 
Maiti addressed the event. 
He said that the sympo-
sium ‘will not be a mere 
symposium.’ Its outcome 
will be the ‘first draft rec-
ommendation for road 
map in respect to spice 
production and spices 
industry for the north east 
which will be forwarded 
to the director general of 
the ICAR.’ This is for the 
development of the spice 
industry in Northeast, the 
gathering was told. 

The additional direc-
tor of the department of 
Agriculture, Butang, also 

remarked in his addressed 
that “more than 70% of 
our population is engaged 
in agriculture but are not 
self-sufficient in our food 
items, poor in overall 
economy.” It is because 
the farming system and 
the crop productivity sys-
tem being followed is ‘of 
subsistence level where 
our hard working farmers 
are not getting remunera-
tive returns for their work 
from their farms.’ 

‘It is an issue for all of 
us—scientist, researchers, 
and teaching community 
and extension workers. 
In spite of suitable mi-
cro climatic condition for 
growing different crops, 
many of our farmers are 
still clinging on to the tra-
ditional low yielding jhum 
system, Butang said.

To doubling farmers’ 
income, the speaker said, 
‘we promote farm mecha-
nisation in the agriculture 
wherever feasible and 

practise double, inter re-
lay and mixed cropping, 
we also identify for pro-
motion of local cultivators 
of different crops.’ 

The department of ag-
riculture, he said, has ‘tak-
en up’ 118 villages with 
6000 ha approximately 
involving 6304 farmers 
for organic cultivation 
through the Mission Or-
ganic Value Chain Devel-
opment.    

Further, the Horticul-
ture department is in-
volved in producing and 
selling ‘high value less 
volume, less perishable 
spices keeping in view 
the poor road connec-
tivity and long distance 
marketing methods, the 
director of Horticulture 
Dr. R. Elithung Lotha also 
said. The department also 
promotes spices though 
the Mission for Integrated 
Development of Horti-
culture and the Rashtriya 
Krishi Vikas Yojana. It is 
doing so by facilitating 
quality planting materi-
als and post-harvest in-
puts, the gathering was 
informed. 

NU’s Vice Chancellor 
Prof. Pardeshi Lal who 
was attending the event 
as the guest of honour 
exhorted the experts to 
engage ‘quality crops that 
double’ the economy 
of farmers. Likewise, he 
urged them to take ‘ad-
vantage of the state’s suit-
able agro-climate.’ 

A mobile app for farm-
ers developed by the IISR 
was launched during the 
event. 

Also, during the event, 
farmers were given recog-
nition. The ‘best farmer’ 
award was given to The-
jamo Ovung of Wokha 
district from Nagaland for 
ginger. It was presented 
by the Indian Society for 
Spices. 

the need to emphasise 
on ‘accuracy and good 
quality of data’ lest the in-
ference drawn becomes 
misleading.

Y Sacheo Ovung, di-
rector of DES, cautioned 
the officers against incor-
rect data and information 
which can mislead the 
people, and urged for re-
alistic and accurate data 
through sincerity and 
dedication to one’s work.

Pointing out that one 
should not be compla-
cent by confining to com-
fort chairs; Ovung main-
tained ‘when we do our 
job better as expected, 
the door is open for us to 
achieve greater heights’. 
Stating that it’s all a give 
and take policy, the offic-
ers were reminded to re-
dedicate themselves and 
contribute their best for 
the department and for 
the benefit and welfare 
of the people as a whole.

In his introductory 
speech,  Kezhalelhou 
Solo, deputy director of 
DES, while stating that 
the officers were greatly 
benefited by the cadre re-
view has reminded them 
that it is time to give their 
best to the department.

To do this, Solo said 
they must train and im-
prove by updating them-
selves with the latest 
skills and knowledge to 
improve their efficiency. 
He hoped that the offic-
ers would make the best 
use of the opportunity 
and enhance themselves 
to deliver accurate and 
efficient services.

The inaugural pro-
gramme was followed by 
technical sessions with 
resource persons pre-
senting on various topics.

D i m a p u r, Ma rc h  1 5 
(EMN): Newly appointed 
Nagaland Minister for 
Higher and Technical 
Education, Temjen Imna 
Along has encouraged 
staffs and officers of the 
department to be ‘decent’ 
government servants.

The minister empha-
sized that team work 
would lead to success. 
He encouraged them to 
be punctual and “decent 

government servant.” He 
was addressing the de-
partmental personnel in 
the conference hall of the 
directorate on Wednes-
day in Kohima. 

Being from a corpo-
rate background, he said,   
he believes in hard work. 
This he said was the de-
fining aspect of work.  He 
asked officers and staffers 
to be sincere and hard-
working. Walk the extra 

mile if they want to see 
success in their work, he 
told the personnel. 

Further, government 
colleges in the state still 
lack modern amenities, 
Along said. He vowed to 
do his best for the devel-
opment of the institu-
tions. He was of the opin-
ion that the information 
technology sector would 
raise the standard of edu-
cation in Nagaland.

Dimapur, March 15 (EMN): Sazo-
lie College at Jotsoma in Kohima 
district conducted a career guid-
ance programme for final year  
Bachelor’s  students on March 9 in 
the college’s auditorium. 

This was stated in updates 
that was issued by the college on 
March 15. 

The seminar consisted of three 
sessions. The first session was 

led by Assistant Professor Robin 
Temsu at the college’s department 
of history. He spoke about the 
importance of career planning. 
He mentioned that in order to 
select the right career one ought 
to know one’s personality, interest, 
and ability.

The second session was guid-
ed by Dili Khekho, proprietor of D’ 
Cafe at Kohima, who spoke on the 

topic “entrepreneurship: thinking 
outside the box.” He challenged 
the gathering with a dictum: one 
has to do something different 
from what others are doing and 
that government jobs are not the 
only source of livelihood.

The third session was led by 
Metevino Sakhrie, joint direc-
tor of Information, Education & 
Communication of AIDS Con-

trol Society. She spoke based on 
the topic “opportunities in mass 
media,” emphasising that one 
ought to be proud of own dialect. 
Also, she said that the vernacular 
newspapers should be given due 
importance.

The seminar was organised 
as an important component of   
internal quality assurance cell of 
the college. 

Kohima Bureau
K o h i m a ,  M a r c h  1 5 
(EMN): Underlining the 
importance of statistics 
which is not only con-
fined to affairs of states, a 
statistician professor has 
said that they are indis-
pensable in every field of 
human activity. ‘Know-
ingly or unknowingly we 
are influenced by sta-
tistics,’ Dr. Seikh Faruk 
Ahmed, assistant profes-
sor at the department of 
statistics of Kohima Sci-
ence College at Jotsoma 
in Kohima. Ahmed was 
speaking as one of the 
resource persons at an 
orientation programme 
that discussed official 
statistics and office pro-
cedures.

The programme was 
organised by the direc-
torate of economics and 
statistics, Kohima at its 
conference hall on Mar. 
15-16 for its officers who 
were recently promoted 
under the cadre review 
to enhance and upgrade 
their skills and knowl-

edge while carrying out 
their assigned duties. 

Dr. Ahmed further 
stated that the impor-
tance of statistics is not 
confined to affairs of state 
but a means of develop-
ing sound technique for 
handling and analyzing 
data and drawing valid 
inferences from them.

The professor also ex-
plained in detail the im-
portance of statistics in 
planning where he point-
ed out that the success of 
government depends on 
proper planning which 
needs correct data analy-
sis and accuracy of data.

L i k e w i s e ,  h e  e x -
plained the use of statis-
tics in economics, busi-
ness, industry, biology, 
war, research, weather 
forecast, emergency pre-
paredness, predicting 
diseases, medical studies 
and insurance. 

While statistics is an 
indispensable factor to 
all branch of sciences – 
‘social or physical’, he 
reminded the officers on 

Eastern Mirror Desk
Dimapur, March 15: The 
governor of Nagaland PB 
Acharya is critical of the   
seminars and workshops 
in Nagaland that seem to 
have little or ‘no result.’   
He also held universities 
responsible ‘for the poor 
economy of the country.’ 

The governor was ad-
dressing a conference 
on spice and aromatic 
crops—named the “sym-
posium on spices and aro-
matic crops; SYMSAC—
which was inaugurated at 
the School of Agricultural 
Sciences and Rural Devel-
opment (SASRD) of Naga-
land University (NU), at 
Medziphema in Dimapur 
on March 15. He was the 
event’s chief guest. 

The SASRD and In-
dian Society for Spices 
at Kozhikode in Kerala 
and Nagaland’s depart-
ment of Horticulture and 
Agriculture organised 
the three-day conference 
which broached issues 
about  spices ‘doubling 
farmer’s income.’ The 
event was conducted in 
collaboration with the 
Indian Council of Agri-
cultural Research (ICAR), 
Indian Institute of Spic-
es Research (IISR), and 
the DASD at Kozhikode; 
North East Council in 
Shillong; the North East-
ern Regional Agricultural 
Marketing Corporation 
Limited at Guwahati, and 
the Horticultural Soci-
ety of North East India at 
Medziphema.

Gov. Acharya ques-
tioned the SASRD for 
failing to produce ‘end 
results’ after every ‘SYM-
SAC.’ He reminded that 
the Horticulture depart-
ment has to play a pivotal 
role in  making  Nagaland 
a ‘golden state’ which, ac-
cording to the governor, 
they failed. “Nagaland 
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Agartala, March 15 (PTI): Newly-
elected Tripura Chief Minister Bi-
plab Kumar Deb has said his pri-
ority was to provide a “corruption 
free, dynamic and transparent” 
government in the state, which 
was under the uninterrupted Left 
rule for 25 years.

He said his government would 
create an atmosphere condu-
cive for industrialisation besides 
extending all help to the tribal 
population of the state.

“After assuming office, Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi had de-
clared that it was his objective to 
provide a corruption free govern-
ment and as a first step he had 
introduced demonetisation”, the 
BJP leader said.

“It is also our objective to pro-
vide a corruption free, dynamic 
and transparent government in 
Tripura so that the fruits of de-
velopments reach the grassroot 
level. We always remember that 
this government was formed by 
people”, Deb, who took oath as 

the chief minister on March 9, told 
PTI in an interview here.

Asked about the CPI-M’s alle-
gation of post-poll violence in the 
state, he said, “Everyone knows 
what used to happen in the past 
after every election. I do not want 
to enter into any controversy.

“I have asked the police to 
maintain peace and given them a 
free hand to improve the law and 
order situation in the state. The 
state is peaceful now,” he asserted.

Speaking on the unemploy-
ment problem in Tripura, the 
chief minister said despite the rate 
of literacy being more than 90 per 
cent in the north eastern state, 
unemployment was a major issue.

Deb said scope of government 
jobs was limited in Tripura and 
industrialisation had not taken 
place.

The state government will 
now concentrate more on skill 
development so that the young 
can be self employed under the 
Centre’s ‘Startup India’, ‘Make in 

India’ schemes, he said.
“If you look at Gujarat, less 

than two per cent people are un-
employed there because they are 
self-employed and have acquired 
the skills,” he said.

The BJP leader said his gov-
ernment was also planning to 
develop tourism and thus create 
more job opportunities.

Deb said his government 
would lay more importance to 
entrepreneurship, adding that 
it would also work on creating a 
conducive atmosphere for set-
ting up industries by using local 
resources like rubber, pineapple, 
wood and bamboo.

“At present, only 72,000 people 
are engaged in industry in the 
state which is very meagre. It can 
be seven lakh. We will try our best 
to engage more people in the in-
dustry,” he said.

Asked about BJP’s poll ally 
IPFT’s demand for a separate 
state carving out some areas of 
Tripura, the chief minister said, 
“There are two ministers from 
the Indigenous Peoples Front of 
Tripura (IPFT) and the tribal wel-
fare department is also handled 
by one of them. Let them make 
an outline for the development of 
the tribals and I am always ready 
to help them”.

On whether Hindutva had 
prevailed in the state after 25 
years of communist rule, he said, 
“Hindutva is not a religion, it is a 
culture. Culture and religion are 
separate and cannot be mixed 
up”. Dev said his government 
wants a good work culture in the 
state and would not make politi-
cally motivated transfers. 

The BJP and its ally IPFT had 
swept to power in Tripura secur-
ing a two-third majority. The BJP 
alone had bagged 35 seats and 
the IPFT captured 8 seats in the 
60-member assembly.

Agartala, March 15 (IANS): 
BJP nominee and Tripu-
ra Deputy Chief Minister 
Jishnu Debbarma won the 
Charilam Assembly by-elec-
tion on Thursday, defeating 
CPI-M candidate by a record 
margin of 25,550 votes, of-
ficial said.

With this, the number of 
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) 
seats in the Assembly rose to 
36 in the 60-member house 

while its ally Indigenous 
People’s Front of Tripura 
(IPFT) has eight seats, tak-
ing their total strength to 
44 -- more than two-thirds 
majority. Elections were held 
in 59 constituencies on Feb-
ruary 18.

Balloting in Charilam 
was deferred to March 12 
after Communist Party of 
India-Marxist (CPI-M) nom-
inee Ramendra Narayan 

Debbarma died on February 
11 due to cardiac arrest.

Returning Officer Samit 
Roy Chowdhury said Deb-
barma wrested the seat from 
the CPI-M, securing 26,580 
votes while CPI-M’s rival 
Palash Debbarma got only 
1,030 votes. The Congress 
candidate got 775 votes.

On the last day of cam-
paigning on March 10, the 
CPI-M withdrew its candi-

date citing “extremely ter-
rible situation” in the tribal-
dominated Charilam area 
“due to massive reign of 
terror unleashed by the BJP-
IPFT cadres”.

The CPI-M has 16 seats 
in the Tripura assembly. 

Five years ago, the CPI-
M-led Left front got 50 seats 
with the leading partner 
alone securing 49. The Con-
gress bagged 10 seats.

Aizawl, March 15 (PTI): Mizoram Finance 
Minister Lalsawta today presented a 
surplus budget for the 2018-19 fiscal 
amounting to Rs 9,492.38 crore.

He also placed supplementary de-
mands for grants for the current year 
(2017-18) amounting to Rs 2,286.35 crore 
in the state legislature.

Lalsawta, while presenting the annual 
budget and the supplementary demand, 
said that financial condition of the state 
has improved after years of consolidation 
and the 2018-19 budget was free from 
deficit. Rather, it has a surplus to the tune 
of Rs 428.49 crore.

He said that he allocated Rs 1,000 
crore under the New Economic Devel-
opment Scheme (NEDP) in the budget, 
elaborating that the New Economic 
Development Policy (NEDP) of the state 
government was formulated to promote 
transition from subsistence economy to 
market economy.

He said that Rs 80 crore was allocated 
for continuation of the New Land Use 
Policy (NLUP) -- the flagship programme 
of the present government -- to provide 
financial assistance to around 8,000 fami-
lies, enabling the beneficiaries to have a 

sustainable source of livelihood.
He said that the debt to Gross State 

Domestic Product (GSDP) of the state has 
declined from 54.46 per cent during 2016-
17 to 40.87 per cent for 2017-18.

The finance minister also said that 
Rs 40 crore was allocated under the 
Members of Legislative Assembly Lo-
cal Area Development Scheme for 40 
legislators.

Break up of the proposed expendi-
ture in the budget was 34.59 per cent for 
salaries and wages of the government 
employees, 9.30 per cent for pension, 1.07 
per cent for medical treatment and 1.38 
per cent for establishment cost.

The proposed expenditure on major 
works was 20.13 per cent and 2.12 per 
cent under minor works, he said. 

New provisions in the budget in-
cluded allocation of Rs one crore under 
a separate head of accounts for purchase 
of arms and ammunition for police 
forces under the state home department 
and Rs 30 lakh set aside under a new 
budget head under the state Sports and 
Youth Services department for doling out 
grants to outstanding sports personali-
ties of the state.

D i m a p u r,  M a r c h  1 5 
(EMN): The General Man-
ager, NF Railway, Sanjive 
Roy on March 15 carried 
out a detailed inspection of 
Guwahati railway station.  

A press release issued 
by the NF Railways in Ma-
ligaon on March 15 men-
tioned that the Guwahati 
station also known as the 
gateway to the northeast  
is a ‘NSG 2’ category sta-
tion with more than 40, 
000 passengers using the 
station daily.  

The general manager 
accompanied by Divi-
sional Railway Manager, 
Pramod Jain is siad to have 
inspected the various pas-
senger amenities including 
the first class waiting room, 
ladies waiting room, gen-
eral waiting room and took 
stock of the various upgra-
dation works being under 
taken for the passenger 
amenities at the station.  

Sanjive Roy took stock 
of the ongoing work of yard 
remodeling at Guwahati 
station, which includes 
increasing the number of 
platforms with full rake 
facility of 24 coaches, work 
of increasing the width of 
platform and work of pro-
vision of second entry to 
the station from Paltan Ba-
zar end, stated the release.  

Also, the general man-
ager is said to have inter-

acted with the passengers 
to elicit their opinion on 
the ways and means of 
improvement of passen-
ger amenities.  He visited 
a number of tea stalls in 
different platforms and 
advised the department 
staff to adhere to the best 
quality standards.  He also 
took stock of the security 
arrangements in the sta-
tion complex.  

Visiting the crew -lobby 
the general manager inter-
acted with loco pilots and 
checked the facilities of 
safety counselling in the 
crew lobby.  He also visited 
the running room, where 
the loco pilots, assistant 
loco pilots and guards of 
different trains terminat-
ing & passing through Gu-
wahati Station take rest 
while changing duty from 
one train to another.  Here 
he inspected the facilities 
provided to the train driv-
ers and passed instruction 
for further improvement 
for living condition at the 
running room.  

It is said to be men-
tioned that presently Gu-
wahati station is undergo-
ing a facelift with works 
sanctioned for provision 
of lifts and escalators and 
also improvement of cir-
culating area with separate 
bays for different classes of 
vehicles.  

Our Correspondent
Imphal, March 15 (EMN): 
Union Minister, Science & 
Technology and Earth Sci-
ences, Environment & For-
ests and Climate Change Dr 
Harsh Vardhan inaugurated 
the Technology Business 
Incubation Centre (TBIC) 
at the campus of Institute of 
Bio-resources and Sustain-
able Development (IBSD), 
a National Institute of De-
partment of Biotechnol-
ogy in Imphal on March 15 
Thursday.

Speaking during the oc-
casion Dr Harsh Vardhan 
said that TBIC would nurture 
new and small biotechnol-
ogy based enterprises and 

help the unemployed and 
educated youth of northeast 
to survive and grow their 
businesses through the early 
stages of development.

Lauding the initiative of 
IBSD, he said that the initia-
tive of institute is in line with 
the  Prime Minister’s vision 
of northeast as a natural 
economic zone and that 
such initiatives would boost 
farmers’ income,  generate 
jobs for the socio-economic 
development of the region.

Recalling his last visit 
at IBSD in February 2015, 
the minister said that he 
laid the foundation stone 
for a Technology and Skill 
Development Centre which 

is functioning well and have 
trained several people in-
cluding women.

In his speech Prof Dina-
bandhu Sahoo, Director 
IBSD informed that in the 
last three years, the institute 
has made a high impact by 
having its physical pres-
ence in Gangtok, Sikkim; 
Shillong, Meghalaya and 
Aizawl, Mizoram.

Also, Prof Dinabandhu 
Sahoo admitted that the 
TBIC will provide at sub-
sidised cost professional 
mentoring and advices to 
help new and young en-
trepreneurs succeed at the 
early stages of business de-
velopment.

Guwahati, March 15 (PTI): 
Assam Chief Minister Sar-
bananda Sonowal has 
directed comprehensive 
measures for price stabi-
lisation of essential com-
modities in the state.

To ensure stabilisation 
of prices of essential com-
modities and generating 
greater consumer aware-
ness, Sonowal directed the 
Food and Civil Supplies 
and Consumer Affairs 
Department to prepare 
a road map and take up 
comprehensive measures.

Reviewing the activi-

ties of the department in a 
meeting yesterday, Sonow-
al directed the department 
to keep a stock of essential 
items including perishable 
items like potato and on-
ion for public distribution 
to meet shortage during 
emergency situations.

He asked the depart-
ment to make an assess-
ment of requirement of 
perishable items mostly 
during monsoon period 
and tie up with the Nation-
al Agricultural Cooperative 
Marketing Federation of 
India (NEFED) for their 

procurement.
He also directed the 

department to take up 
steps for setting up cold 
storages under PPP mode 
in the state where a pro-
vision of Rs 50 crore has 
been made in the current 
budget to meet any emer-
gency situation.

The chief minister also 
emphasised on generating 
more awareness among 
consumers and inform 
them about comparative 
prices of essential items 
available in the country 
through different mass 

media including digital 
medium.

He said that sharing 
information on prices 
of commodities and its 
comparative information 
through different media 
platforms with consumers 
would boost public confi-
dence in the department.

Underscoring the need 
for taking up more inno-
vative measures by the 
department, Sonowal di-
rected to implement Amar 
Dukan on Wheel in all the 
97 towns of the state on a 
priority basis simultane-

ously and promote digital 
payment in their transac-
tions.

Sonowal appreciated 
the department on the 
implementation of Prime 
Minister Ujjwala Yojana 
(PMUY) in the state un-
der which subsidised 
LPG connections have 
been provided to 9.18 lakh 
households during 2017-
18. 

Under the scheme, 
a target is set to provide 
subsidised connection to 
30 lakh households in the 
state.

New Delhi, March 15 (PTI): Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi will inau-
gurate the 105th session of the In-
dian Science Congress in Imphal 
tomorrow.

After inaugurating the event, 

he would lay the foundation stone 
of the National Sports University, 
a thousand anganwadi centres 
and 19 residential complexes for 
teachers, doctors and nurses, an 
official statement said here.

The prime minister will also 
inaugurate the Luwangpokpa 
Multi Sports Complex and address 
a gathering.

The Indian Science Congress 
is an annual event, usually held 

in the first week of January. Top 
scientists from across the country 
and the world attend the event.

The last Science Congress 
was held at Tirupati in Andhra 
Pradesh.

Itanagar, March 15 (PTI): The 
Arunachal Pradesh Assembly 
has passed the 2018-19 budget 
by voice votes.

The budget was presented 
in the house on March 12 by 
Deputy Chief Minister Chowna 
Mein who also hold the finance 
portfolio.

Participating in the budget 
discussion, Chief Minister Pema 
Khandu said “it should be the col-
lective approach for all members 
including other stakeholders to 
convert resources in capitals in 
order to generate revenue to end 
dependence on the Centre.”

Responding to various que-
ries of the members, the chief 
minister said that the state gov-

ernment had already sanctioned 
Rs 7.7 crore for procurement 
of TV sets for all the ‘gaon bur-
has’ who were left out from the 
scheme earlier.

He called upon the members 
to suggest the state government 
with innovative schemes to be 
placed during the proposed 
meeting with the officials of the 
15th Finance Commission to be 
held here from April 6 to 8 this 
year.

Participating in the discus-
sion, Deputy Chief Minister 
Chowna Mein held the budget 
as “inclusive” with focus on seven 
key sectors.

Stating that the state govern-
ment has formulated the state 

industrial policy to woo private 
investment in the state, he said a 
bill to regularise land ownership 
had already been tabled in the 
Assembly for discussion.

Former Chief Minister Na-
bam Tuki while appreciating the 
budget said that there was no 
budgetary provision for regen-
eration of forest cover in the state 
for which his government earlier 
could manage higher grants from 
the 14th Finance Commission.

Tuki, the lone Congress MLA 
in the 60-member house, further 
requested the government to 
grant fund for infrastructure de-
velopment in notified non-urban 
towns of the state.

He said that no central fund 

should be sanctioned unless 
urban local bodies (ULBs) in 
all notified urban towns were 
constituted. He also urged the 
government for fund provision 
to pay stipends to students from 
class one to eight.

Leader of Opposition Takam 
Parion (Peoples Party of Aru-
nachal) said that because of 
many lacunae in sanctioning 
process, huge liabilities for the 
government had been accumu-
lated since several years and the 
government should seriously 
ponder on it.

Pario also demanded the 
government to make public the 
amount of liabilities accumu-
lated during 2016-17 and 2017-18 

financial years.
He further suggested the gov-

ernment to provide incentives of 
Rs 10,000 each to all unemployed 
educated youths of the state 
per month till they got suitable 
employment. Art and Culture 
Minister Dr Mohesh Chai quot-
ing a UNESCO report of February 
19 this year said that 26 dialects 
including Nah and Mra in the 
state out of total 200 in the were 
on the verge of extinction.

Education Minister Honchun 
Ngandam said that the state gov-
ernment had constituted a state 
regulatory commission to regu-
late private universities in the 
state.  Later the house passed the 
budget by voice votes yesterday. 

Agartala, March 15 (PTI): Fifty-
nine out of the 60 MLAs of the 
Tripura Assembly were admin-
istered their oaths at the as-
sembly house today by protem 
speaker Ratan Chakraborty.

Deputy Chief Minister Jish-
nu Debbarman, who won from 
Charilam during the day, will be 
sworn in on Friday, Chakraborty 
told reporters after the oath tak-
ing ceremony.

Chakraborty said that 35 
MLAs of ruling BJP, including 
Chief Minister Biplab Kumar 
Deb and eight legislators from 
alliance partner Indigenous 
Peoples Front of Tripura (IPFT) 
took their oaths today.

Sixteen MLAs of the opposi-
tion CPI-M, including former 
chief minister Manik Sarkar, 
who were slated to be sworn in 
tomorrow, also took their oaths 
along with the ruling legislators 
today.

All MLAs of the ruling party 
will perform in a constructive 
way , Chief Minister Biplab 
Kumar Deb told reporters after 

swearing in as a legislator in the 
twelfth Assembly.

The chief minister said he 
expected a ‘’healthy opposition 
will also take part in the assem-
bly proceedings in a construc-
tive manner .

He said, ‘’If they (opposi-
tion) have any good sugges-
tions, we will accept them.’’ 

Chakraborty said that the 
first session of the new assem-
bly would begin on March 23 
and is likely to continue till 
March 31.

Meanwhile, Manik Sarkar 
was unanimously elected as 
the leader of the CPI-MLP and 
would be proposed as leader of 
the opposition, party mouth-
piece Daily Deshrkatha report-
ed today.

The decision was taken 
unanimously by the CPI-M 
MLAs yesterday, it said. 

Badal Choudhury, who was 
revenue minister in the last 
government, was elected the 
deputy legislature party leader, 
it added.

Agartala, March 15 (IANS): Former Tripura Chief 
Minister Manik Sarkar has been elected leader of the 
CPI-M’s 16-member Legislature Party, which will en-
able him to become the Leader of the Opposition in 
the Assembly, party sources said on Thursday.

Former Health Minister Badal Choudhury was 
elected his deputy, Communist Party of India-Marxist 
leader Haripada Das said.

Das said newly elected CPI-M MLAs on Wednes-
day night also chose former Education Minister Tapan 
Chakraborty as the Chief Whip and Pravhat Choud-
hury as Deputy Chief Whip.

In the February 18 assembly polls, the CPI-M got 
16 seats. The Bharatiya Janata Party and its ally, the 
Indigenous People’s Front of Tripura, together won 44 
seats. The BJP alone got 36 seats.

All MLAs, except Deputy Chief Minister Jishnu 
Debbarma, on Thursday took oath as members of the 
Tripura Assembly.

Pro Tem Speaker Ratan Chakraborty administered 
the oath to Chief Minister Biplab Kumar Deb, his 
ministerial colleagues and other newly elected MLAs.

According to Assembly Secretary Bamdeb Majum-
der, Debbarma, who on Thursday won the Charilam 
seat by 25,550 votes, would take oath on Friday. 

The first session of the new Tripura Assembly 
would be held on March 23.

PTI
File Photo: Tripura Chief Minister Biplab Kumar Deb. 

Priority is to provide corruption free, dynamic govt. in Tripura — CM
Tripura Deputy CM wins Assembly by-election

Mizoram presents surplus budget

NFR general manager inspects 
Guwahati railway station

Union Minister inaugurates biotechnology centre in Manipur 

Sonowal for price stabilisation of essential items

Modi to open Indian Science Congress in Imphal today

Arunachal Pradesh passes 2018-19 budget by voice votes

59 Tripura MLAs sworn inManik Sarkar elected CPI-M 
Legislature Party leader
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Dr Harsh Vardhan trying to ride a bamboo 
made bi-cycle during an event at IBSD in 
Imphal on March 15.
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Kezhokhoto Savi speaking during the World Consumer Rights Day programme  
that was held at New Market Area in Kohima on March 15. 

Kohima Bureau
Kohima, March 15 
(EMN): The New Market 
Area Panchayat and New 
Market Youth Organisa-
tion of  Kohima  organ-
ised a World Consumer 
Rights Day programme  
based on the theme “mak-
ing digital market places 
fairer’ at New Market  in 
Kohima on Wednesday.

The president of  the 
Nagaland Voluntary 
Consumer’s Organisa-
tion (NVCO) Kezhokhoto 
Savi was the resource 
person for the event. In 
his discourse to the gath-
ering, he reminded them 
about consumers’ rights. 
In this  ‘digital world’ 
people need to be aware 
of  their rights as consum-
ers, he said.

Saying that the right  
of  all consumers is to be 
respected and protected, 
he appealed to the partici-
pants to be aware of  their 
rights as consumers. “A 
learned consumer is an 
asset to the society,” Savi 
said.

Speaking on the 
theme, he said that the 
aim of  this year’s theme 
was to promote digital 
market places that are ac-
cessible, safer, and fairer 
for consumers across the 

Dimapur, March 15 
(EMN): A unit of  the 
Nationalist Demo-
cratic Progressive Party 
(NDPP) has denounced 
what it alleged was an 
attack on one of  the 
party’s functionaries 
at 3-Dimapur-III as-
sembly constituency by 
supporters of  the Naga 
People’s Front (NPF) 
in stated constituency, 
from Keyato village,  at 
Dhansiripar village  on 
March 13.

The NDPP’s minor-
ity cell issued a press 
release alleging that the 
vehicle of  Jeemy Jig-
dung, vice president of  
the unit in the constitu-
ency, was vandalised 
and that he was under-
stood to have been sub-
jected to “verbal abuse” 
by the NPF supporters. 

The NDPP unit 
queried: “Are we not 
human being? And 
don’t we have the right 
to choose the leader of  
our choice?  And why 
are we(minority tribes) 
always being  targeted?” 

Expressing resent-
ment at the ‘treatment,’ 
the organisation’s unit 
has appealed to the law-
enforcing agencies to 
take appropriate action 
to ‘book’ the culprits. 

New Delhi, March 15 (IANS): All public sector banks 
(PSBs) will have to link their SWIFT systems with their 
respective Core Banking Solution (CBS) systems by April 
30 as a measure to prevent frauds like the recent one perpe-
trated on Punjab National Bank (PNB), it was announced 
on Thursday. The state-run banks also decided to speed up 
the process of taking out “cyber insurance”, among other 
decisions that were taken here at a workshop of senior PSB 
officials on risk management.

The Rs 13,540 crore fraud on PNB by accused diaman-
taire Nirav Modi and his uncle Mehul Choksi, involved us-
ing Letters of Undertaking (LoUs) issued in favour of the 
accused by bank employees who misused their access to 
PNB’s SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial 
Telecommunications) electronic messaging system used for 
overseas funds transfers. None of these fraudulent transac-
tions were registered on the bank’s internal transaction mes-
saging system, the CBS, enabling the fraud to go undetected 
for long.

Briefing reporters here following a three-day workshop, 
State Bank of India Deputy MD and Risk Officer M.S. 
Shastri said the banks have decided to restrict SWIFT trans-
actions to between 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.

He also said that following an audit by each PSB of  
their LoUs and Letters of Comfort (LoCs) transactions, 
which systems were scrapped by the regulator Reserve 
Bank of India (RBI) earlier this week, it had been reported 
at the workshop that there are no more fraudulent transa-
tions on this account since the PNB fraud.

LoUs are bank guarantees through which a bank allows 
customers to raise money from another Indian bank’s for-
eign branch as short-term credit.

“LoUs and LoCs have been a system peculiar to India,” 
Shastri said, adding that traders who have been doing busi-
ness through these two instruments will now have to shift 
their transactions to Letters of Credit and Bank Guaran-
tees, which would increase the cost of credit.

PSBs to link SWIFT 
with Core Banking 
Solution by April 30

Kohima puts in a day for 
World Consumer Rights

Opposition wants PDA to implement road projectsNDPP unit 
alleges attack on 
party functionary

Dimapur, March 15 (EMN): The op-
position Naga People’s Front (NPF) is 
hoping that the new Neiphiu Rio-led Peo-
ple’s Democratic Alliance  (PDA) would 
implement the road development projects 
for Nagaland  the funds for which were 
announced by the central government re-
cently. 

The media bureau of  the NPF issued 
a press release on Thursday asserting that 
former chief  ministers TR Zeliang and Dr. 
Shurhozelie Liezietsu’s “persistence and 
perseverance have paid off.”

The ‘bad’ condition of  roads in Naga-
land “has always been the main concern” 
of  the then NPF-led Democratic Alliance 
of  Nagaland government, the party stated. 

“Their persistence and perseverance 
have paid off  and the Ministry of  Road 
Transport & Highways has finally an-
nounced approval of  12 road projects in 
the state amounting to over Rs  3000 crore 
which is a record of  sorts in itself, and the 
Naga People’s Front places on record its 
deep appreciation to the government of  
India for heeding to its demands.”

Nonetheless, the NPF had a word of  
appreciation for the Rio-led PDA gov-
ernment announcing on the day of  it be-
ing sworn in that roads in all the district 
headquarters would be repaired within 60 
days. It is a welcome change and has been 
received very well by everyone, the NPF 

stated. 
That said, the NPF rubbed in one 

more: ‘But making an announcement 
is one thing, and implementing the an-
nouncement is quite a different thing alto-
gether considering the bleak fact that there 
are no funds with the state government.’

The party wondered whether Rio  was 
“going to wave a magic wand and produce 
new sanctions from thin air” or, among 
others, “Is he going to let his coterie of  
contractors” execute the works “without 
following any procedure or formality.” 

‘Instead of  finding flimsy excuses to 
mint money by the coterie of  contractors’ 
supporting the PDA government at the ex-
pense of  the public, the ‘government of  the 
day should pursue with a missionary zeal 
the various road projects put up by the pre-
vious government with the government of  
India and bring the proposals to fruition,’ 
the NPF stated.

The PDA government should ensure 
that the highway ‘Niuland (Dimapur)-Gu-
zunyu junction (Tseminyu)-Pughoboto-
Satakha-Aghunato-Shamatore-Noklak-
Pangsha; Dimapur- Kohima capital road 
(bypass) highway; trans eastern highway 
connecting Longwa-Pangsha-Mimi and 
Avangkhu,’ among other proposals, is 
started immediately without any hin-
drance and they be completed within the 
stipulated period, the NPF added.

of  the goods we use,” Savi 
said. 

Consumers are the 
king of  the market and 
without consumers there 
will be no businesses, 
the resource person said. 
He added: ‘We are fail-
ing in our duty. We don’t 
even care to check expiry 
dates or read the content. 
It is our duty to check the 
quantity and quality be-
fore buying a product.’  

Highlighting the im-
portance of  the Goods 
and Services Tax (GST), 
he said it was a uniform 
tax across the country. 
With GST, no other tax 
should come. He however 
lamented that the Naga-
land government had set 
up illegal check gates in 
various districts.

Also Haikam Zeliang, 
joint controller for Legal 
Metrology & Consumer 
Protection (LMCP), ad-
dressed the gathering. He 
said that the LMCP was 
the  main  department for 
consumer protection. He  
highlighted the activities 
of  the department besides  
speaking about the impor-
tance of  consumer rights. 
He  asked the gathering 
to seek assistance from 
the department whenever 
they need. 

globe.
Savi said that access 

to fair and secure inter-
net for all, action against 
scams and fraud; and bet-
ter consumer protection 
online are some of  the 
rights of  consumers. He 
cautioned consumers that 
with all the benefits of  the 
digital market they need  

to be aware of  scams and 
fraud which have become 
very common in the dig-
ital market.

“When we go and 
buy, we become consum-
er for our consumption. 
So we must know about 
other aspects like accurate 
measurement, quality, in-
formation and knowledge 
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Mortal Again

The recent amendment of the rules of Na-
galand Public Service Commission(NPSC) 
is a fulfilment of a long awaited reform as 

demanded by all the right thinking citizens of the 
state. It has made right those loopholes in the 
rules that were causes of injustice for many as-
pirants through the years. The credit goes to all 
those organisations who had tirelessly demanded 
in the form of agitations through rain and shine.  
It is indeed a big win for the Naga progeny in the 
days to come. 

On many instances this same column had also 
denounced the alleged malpractices by the staff 
and members of the commission and also tried 
to analyse what would be the probable reason 
for such practices. The working system was as 
if the commission was acting like God. With the 
changed rules it is expected that many of those 
loopholes will be plugged and the aspirants will 
be given equal opportunity. It is noteworthy that 
the government had to concede to the demands 
else it surely would have attracted a suit against 
the commission. Some of the earlier rules had 
variable ratios based on the number of vacant 
posts for determining the number of short -listed 
candidates for the next level of test. The system 
of marking in the interview for civil servants was 
also quite preposterous where candidates even 
scored 74.12 out of 75. These were clearly against 
Article 16 of the constitution that guarantees 
equality of opportunity in matters of public em-
ployment. Changes have also been made in the 
composition of the interview board so that exist-
ing serving senior civil servants and police offic-
ers will be part of it to ensure equitable personal-
ity test of the aspirants.  

With all these sweeping changes the mighty 
NPSC that acted almost like God with lot of 
mysteries and uncertainties for the aspirants 
has been finally mortalised. Nevertheless the 
fact also remains that in spite of the many rules 
that are set in place it is useless unless the rule 
of law is understood by those being  governed. 
The mortals with many frailties will continue to 
try and act like God again and again. The usual 
politicking that takes place during the selection 
of the commission members will never bring 
in the intended reforms. Although the rules are 
changed the new members will step in with spe-
cific agendas as long as tribal politics takes the 
upper hand during selection process. They just 
might find some more loopholes to exploit. The 
next big challenge in front of the government is to 
select only those individuals who have impecca-
ble track record for integrity and accountability. 
Later, the commission has to be keep the NPSC  
as an autonomous body in letter and in spirit, 
free from interferences from the legislators. 

In the faces of nature there are wonders  
that never cease.

Some of us are inclined to look at the world and see 
only what’s wrong. DeWitt Jones is a National Geo-
graphic photographer who has used his profession 

to celebrate what’s right about the world. He waits and 
watches until a shaft of light or turn of perspective sud-
denly reveals a wonder that had been there all along. He 
uses his camera to find beauty in the most common faces 
of people and nature.

If anyone had reason to focus on the wrongs of the 
world, Job did. After losing all that had given him joy, 
even his friends became his accusers. Together their 
voices taunted him for not admitting that he was suffering 
for sins he was hiding. When Job cried out to the heavens 
for help, God remained silent. 

Finally, from within the chaos of a whirlwind and the 
darkness of a storm, God asked Job to consider wonders 
of nature that reflect a wisdom and power far beyond our 
own (Job 38:2–4).

Would He now ask us? What about something as 
natural as the ways of a dog, cat, fluttering leaf, or blade 
of grass? Could a shaft of light, or a turn of perspective, 
reveal—even in our pain—the mind and heart of a Creator 
who has been with us and for us all along?

BIBLE READ:   JOB 38:1–18 
THOUGHT FOR TODAY:

For from him and through him and for him are all 
things. Romans 11:36

DAILY
PATH

J
esus said “Man shall not live by 
bread alone but by every word that 
proceeds from the mouth of God” ( 
Mathew 4:4 )

On the Republic Day 2017, 
President Pranab Mukherjee was jubilant 
about India’s progress saying that since 
independence till now, average life span 
has doubled, literacy increased fourfold 
and per capita income ten ...times. India 
has progressed much in terms of visible 
human development. However, when a 
five year old girl was raped in the capital, 
Delhi in April 2013, he expressed shock 
and said: “We must introspect on the 
erosion of values and identify the cause 
and find solution for such depravity in 
our midst.”

During a riot in London leading to 
massive property damage and looting 

in 2011, Prime Minister David Cameron 
lamented saying: “Do we have the 
determination to confront the moral 
collapse that is happening in our land?” 
Following repeated shootings and mass 
killing in America in  June 2012, President 
Obama called for “Soul searching” in 
utter helplessness and frustration. All the 
above heads of these great nations had 
no answers to solve the problem of moral 
decay though they had desperately 
expressed the need to do something 
urgently.

As we see rapid progress in human 
civilisation and material prosperity, there 
is corresponding negligence of moral and 
spiritual aspects of human development. 
We must remember that man consists of 
three parts: viz, body, mind and spirit. 
Education leads to development of body 
and mind but the spiritual or moral 
development cannot take place unless 
man connects himself with God the 

Creator. As Martin Luther King Jr. said 
“Our scientific power has outrun our 
spiritual power. We have guided missiles 
and misguided man” .Realisation and 
appropriate action on this matter alone 
will solve all problems that we see today. 
Knowing God personally by accepting 
Jesus as Lord and Saviour and obeying 
His words as we find in the Bible will 
bring solution to all the problems of the 
world. 

Today people are ignorant or 
negligent about the most vital issues of 
life such as Sin and its consequences, 
Judgement of God, Forgiveness of sin, 
Salvation through Jesus, Hell, Heaven, 
Eternal Life and Eternal condemnation 
in hell. Sir Winston Churchill said the 
reason for moral decay in England was 
due to lack of teaching on Heaven and 
Hell. If people don’t have longing for 
heaven and fear of hell they will not be 
afraid to sin and their conscience will 

be dead. By knowing Jesus as personal 
Saviour who is the source of all love, we 
shall receive His nature of love and if 
there is love all aspects of human relation 
will be all right. This is what is most 
needed today in the world. Today people 
live and work as though they can live by 
bread alone. We must tell and show the 
world that man needs to obey the word 
of God, which alone will bring peace, 
harmony, blessing and eternal life.

The Bible says the heart is deceitful 
and desperately wicked (Jer. 17:9). It 
needs a heart transplant which can 
happen by the power of the Holy Spirit 
after receiving Jesus as personal Saviour 
(Ezek.11:19) By doing so  our nature 
will be  totally changed(II Cor. 5:17). 
Here is the answer to all the problems of 
moral decay and wickedness which had 
intrigued all the heads of the above three 
great nations. We who hope and believe 
in God have the answer.

W
ith a market value of 
nearly $150 billion per 
year,  bott led water 
from leading brands, 
including from India, 

have been found to be 90 per cent 
contaminated by microplastics, posing 
potential harm to humans, a report has 
said.

The report, led by Orb Media, a US-
based non-profit, revealed widespread 
contamination with plastic debris 
including polypropylene, nylon, and 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET).

The findings suggest that a person 
who drinks a litre of bottled water a day 
might be consuming tens of thousands 

of microplastic particles each year.
Plastic was identified in 93 per cent 

of the samples. Particle concentration 
ranged from zero to more than 10,000 in 
a single bottle. 

On average, plastic particles in the 
100 micron (0.10mm) size range -- 
known as microplastics -- were found at 
an average rate of 10.4 plastic particles 
per litre.

Even smaller particles were more 
common, averaging about 325 per litre.

Bottles of water from the same 
brand contained a wide range of plastic 
contamination, with particles as small as 
6.5 microns. 

This variability is “similar to what is 

seen when we sample open bodies of 
water” for microplastic pollution, said 
Sherri Mason, leading microplastics 
researcher from the State University of 
New York at Fredonia.

Valued at $147 billion per year, 
bottled water is marketed the fastest-
growing beverage market in the world. 

However, the researchers are not yet 
sure about the extent and consequences 
of it on human health, the report said.

Including India, the samples came 
from 19 locations in nine countries in 
five continents besides Brazil, China, 
Indonesia, Kenya, Lebanon, Mexico, 
Thailand, and the US. 

To test the invisible plastic in bottled 

water, the team used a special dye, an 
infrared laser and a blue light.

Under a laminar airflow hood that 
sucks dust and airborne particles up 
and away, each bottle was infused with 
a dye called Nile Red that binds to plastic 
polymer. The dyed water was then 
poured through a glass fibre filter.

When viewed through a microscope, 
under the blue beam of the crime light, 
with the aid of orange goggles, the 
residue from each bottle glowed with 
the flame-coloured fluorescence of 
sometimes thousands of particles.

The study identified particles 
between 100 microns and 6.5 microns.

Source: IANS

F
rom Vishwanath from Jharkhand recalling 
the circumstances leading to death due to 
hunger of a poor tribal woman, Budhi Soren 
in Giridih in January this year, to Debashish, 
a village headmen from Koraput in Odisha, 

speaking about how 175 households in his village do 
not have a ration card despite applying for it over a year 
ago; and activists pointing out how poor households 
were excluded from the purview of the National 
Food Security Act, 2013, a public hearing organised 
by the Right to Food Campaign at the Gandhi Peace 
Foundation today highlighted the many shortcomings 
in the implementation of the Act four years after its 
enactment.

The hearing witnessed the participation of people 
from 14 states as well as a number of civil rights 
activists and some politicians. It noted that the while 
the implementation of the Act was crucial in reducing 
India’s high levels of hunger and undernutrition, it has 
not been implemented in totality.

Mandatory integration of social programmes with 
Aadhaar
Moreover, the meet also highlighted how “the 
mandatory integration of social programmes with 
Aadhaar has excluded many people from their legal 
entitlements’’ including the right to food. The organisers 
said the country’s agrarian crisis and situation of critical 
under-employment have only exacerbated the situation 
of hunger and the Union Budget 2018-19 has betrayed 
the Narendra Modi government’s lack of commitment 
to address the structural causes of hunger or ensure 
adequate coverage of social programmes.

At the very outset, people who had been denied a 
ration card spoke about their efforts and sufferings. Many 
of them like Balakram, an Adivasi from Chhattisgarh; 
Sharda Ben, a Dalit from Gujarat; and Pratap Singh 
from Madhya Pradesh spoke about how they could 
not procure a ration card despite fulfilling their state’s 
criteria for inclusion in the public distribution system 
under the National Food Security Act.

Number of starvation deaths across India
The public hearing also saw activists speak about 
how exclusion from the public distribution system 
(PDS) had driven many to starvation and death. While 
Vishwanath spoke about the circumstances leading to 
the death of Budhi Soren in Giridih in January, other 
activists spoke about similar deaths reported from other 
parts of the state. Taramani Sahu from Simdega talked 
about Santoshi’s hunger death due to the cancellation 
of her family’s ration card in the absence of Aadhaar 
seeding. Another activist, Narsimha, spoke about how 
three brothers Gokarna in Karnataka died following 
discontinuation of their ration as they did not possess 

Aadhaar.
The problem, the activists said, was not confined 

to rural areas alone but even the national capital of 
Delhi. In the capital city, they said while there are 19.5 
lakh ration cards, almost a quarter of all the households 
were unable to access rations in January this year due to 
Aadhaar-based biometric authentication failure.

Some homeless persons from Delhi also testified 
how they were unable to get an Aadhaar card. Others 
spoke about denial of several entitlements in the 
absence of identification documents.

Denial of social security pension
Several people at the hearing also testified about how 
they had been denied social security pension despite 
suffering from disability. Gulshan Khatoun of Noida said 
she had three sons with disability but none off them was 
getting any pension. Ranjeet Kaur from Amritsar, who 
also has a disability in her leg, spoke about how despite 
several visits to the office of the District Collector she had 
only been dished out hollow promises but no pension. 
Some widows also spoke about not being given pension 
by their governments. Maida Khatoon from Noida in 
Uttar Pradesh complained that she was a widow but was 
not getting any pension to support herself.

Rights activist Dipa Sinha, who had visited 
Moradabad in Uttar Pradesh, as part of a fact finding 
team to enquire into the starvation death of Amir Jahan, 
said the woman died in the absence of access to food as 
her family did not even know how to apply for a ration 
card. “Her husband had to leave the work of rickshaw 
pulling due to tuberculosis and migrate to Pune in 
search of work,” she added.

Economist and social scientist Reetika Khera was of 
the view that while many poor households are excluded 

from the ambit of food security, the Right to Food 
Campaign should draw strengths from its victories. She 
said despite its limited reach the National Food Security 
Act has been one such success since it significantly 
expanded the coverage of the PDS.

Politicians lament absence of discussion on right to 
food in Parliament
The meet also witnessed the participation of people 
from the political field. Senior Communist Party of India 
leader and member of Rajya Sabha D. Raja spoke about 
the need for Parliament to discuss the all important 
issue of food security and right to food but lamented 
that its priorities lay elsewhere. important issues, but 
the legislative body does not function the way it should. 
Shelha Rashid said that government is squeezing 
funding on public services but is also not providing 
details of its expenditure on areas such as defence deals.

Spokesperson of the Congress and member of Rajya 
Sabha from Karnataka, Rajeev Gowda, said through his 
party had brought Aadhaar it was not its intention to use 
the Unique Identification system as a tool for exclusion.

The gathering was also informed that the Right 
to Food Campaign was “deeply disappointed” by the 
Supreme Court order of March 13 which had extended 
the deadline for Aadhaar linking of facilities such as 
bank accounts and SIM cards, but had permitted the 
continued imposition of Aadhaar on social services 
and entitlements such as the PDS, the National Rural 
Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA) and social 
security pensions.

The Campaign said this order “perpetuates a long-
standing double standard, whereby the hardships 
experienced by privileged classes due to Aadhaar being 
made mandatory are being addressed while much 
greater hardships endured by poor people are ignored.”

The damage caused by Aadhaar, it said, was not 
limited to the PDS as recipients of social security 
payments, such as NREGA workers, social security 
pensioners and scholarship holders, were also suffering 
due to this application.

The Campaign would now be approaching 
Members of Parliament to seek legislative action on 
India’s alarming levels of hunger and undernutrition by 
requesting discussion and action on these issues.

It noted that among the 119 countries included in 
the 2017 Global Hunger Index, India stood at number 
100 and that the country’s nutrition indicators were no 
better with 41 infants below the age of one dying every 
year out of every 1,000 live births in 2015-16. It said 
malnutrition was also a major cause of stunted growth 
as in 2015-16 as many as 38.4% of the children below 
five years were stunted and this was even worse than the 
34% recorded in sub-Saharan Africa.

The Campaign would also be suggesting strict 
implementation of the National Food Security Act to 
the lawmakers as also expansion of the entitlements 
under it.

O
ver 60 per cent of Indians 
feel exercise is the top 
factor impacting health 
and well-being more than 
sleep, finds a survey that 

highlighted the need for good sleep for 
better health.

The survey, led by Philips India, 
showed that 19 per cent of Indian 
adults account overlapping work hours 
with normal sleep time (shift work 
sleep disorder) as a key barrier to sleep. 

According to another 32 per cent, 

technology is a major sleep distractor.
While 45 per cent adults have tried 

mediation to initiate and maintain 
good sleep, 24 per cent reported having 
tried specialised bedding. 

“Sleep disorder is a much more 
serious issue than what most people 
understand, especially given their 
direct correlation with other serious 

conditions like cardiovascular disease, 
diabetes, stroke etc,” Harish R, Head 
(Sleep and Respiratory Care) at Philips, 
said in a statement. 

“In a country where snoring is 

traditionally associated with sound 
sleep, it is extremely challenging to 
make people aware that it is a sign of a 
serious sleep disorder,” he added. 

The findings will provide directions 
to raise awareness and innovate 
interventions to ensure an important 
but oft-neglected aspect of health and 
wellbeing: sleep health.

The survey was based on Philips 
annual global survey conducted with 
over 15,000 adults across 13 countries 
-- India, the US, the UK, Germany, 
Poland, France, China, Australia, 
Colombia, Argentina, Mexico, Brazil 
and Japan.

Source: IANS

Man Shall Not Live By Bread Alone

90% Bottled Water Brands Contaminated Globally

Testimonies Reveal How Aadhaar and the Right 
to Food Have Brought Only Pain and Exclusion

Over 60% Of Indians Feel Sleep is Not a Priority – Survey
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Not faking it. From the Apollo 15 mission. Photo NASA
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ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19): Communication prob-
lems might arise on the job. Perhaps a co-worker 
is in a bad mood and unreceptive to anything you 
say. Or perhaps the phones are out or the comput-
ers down. This could prove frustrating, Aries, and 

might interfere with relations among staff members. A phone 
call from a close friend or lover could go astray but reach 
you at the last minute. Don’t worry; you’ll still have a great 
evening!

TAURUS (APR 20 - MAY 20): A project that you’ve 
worked on for a long time could bring some money 
your way, Taurus. Don’t be too disappointed if you 
don’t have it in your hands today. There might be 

a short delay of some kind, perhaps due to problems with the 
mail service. You might be turning your thoughts now to new 
projects. While you have a lot of ideas, you aren’t likely to make 
firm decisions today.

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 21): Relationships with oth-
ers are important to you, Gemini. As a result, you’ve 
learned to be polite and congenial. Social engage-
ments today could give you a chance to use your 

people skills. You could not only make some new friends but 
also valuable contacts. These activities could keep you away 
from home and family longer than you’d like, but you’ll end the 
day with a strong sense of accomplishment.

CANCER (JUN 22 - JUL 22): A powerful sense 
of inspiration could come from within today, 
Cancer. You might want to write down your 
thoughts or draw the pictures that pop into your 
head. However, social obligations, possibly par-

ties or visits, could interfere with putting your ideas on pa-
per. You could also feel especially attuned to the thoughts 
and feelings of others, although you might not like what 
you’re picking up!

LEO (JUL 23 - AUG 22): Group activities could 
take up a lot of your time and energy today, per-
haps too much. Your career concerns are very 
much on your mind, and you don’t like being 

distracted from them. Nonetheless, these activities, not to 
mention your family, are important to you, Leo, and you’ll 
find a way to squeeze them in even though it’s frustrating. 
Remember, this isn’t a good day to push yourself too hard!

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP 22): Work could be a real 
drag today, Virgo. You might be expected to put 
in more hours than normal. Your heart isn’t in it 
right now. You have interests of your own that 

you’d rather pursue, plus you could be planning to get to-
gether with friends or your partner later. It’s best to finish 
everything quickly, perhaps postponing nonessential tasks, 
and then go and enjoy yourself.

LIBRA (SEP 23 - OCT 22): Body and soul might 
seem out of balance today. A part of you may long 
to break from society and live a more spiritual life, 
but worldly responsibilities and an attachment to 
your current lifestyle could get in your way. These 

things don’t happen overnight, Libra. You have to let them de-
velop in their own way, in their own time. Right now, find bal-
ance between the spiritual and the material.

SCORPIO (OCT 23 - NOV 21):  Strain within a group 
that you’re associated with could be traced to mon-
ey problems. Perhaps people are disagreeing over 
what needs to be done regarding fundraising or 

budgetary limitations. It’s best to divorce yourself from this sort 
of thing if possible, Scorpio. It’s draining. Strange, vivid dreams 
might haunt your sleep tonight, but don’t read too much into 
them. They aren’t the kind with any special significance.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22 - DEC 21):  You may get a 
chance to make some extra money today, perhaps 
by working overtime. However, this might interfere 
with a social event that you’ve committed to, and 

could cause disappointment among your friends and family 
members. It could also give rise to a little trouble with your 
partner. However, remind yourself that this disappointment 
will pass, and the money will be more than welcome. Hang 
in there!

CAPRICORN (DEC 22 - JAN 19): Although it looks 
as if the next few months should shape up to be 
a great time for your career, Capricorn, unfortu-
nately, today it might appear hopeless. Mundane, 

routine, unrewarding tasks could take up a lot of your time on 
the job today. Nevertheless, don’t let the frustration interfere 
with your outlook for the future. You’re due for advancement 
in some way!

AQUARIUS (JAN 20 - FEB 18): Your heart is longing 
for a romantic encounter tonight, Aquarius, and the 
partner in your life is more than willing to accom-
modate you. Nonetheless, circumstances beyond 

your control could interfere with your plans, and you might not 
be able to make contact tonight. This could bring frustration, 
dissatisfaction, and maybe even a little friction between you. 
Don’t panic, though. It will pass, probably by tomorrow.

PISCES (FEB 19 - MAR 20):  Conflict between your responsi-
bilities at home and career obligations, particularly 
those involving partners, could pose a problem to-
day, Pisces. The problem isn’t insurmountable, but 
does call for honest, open communication among 

all parties involved. You won’t be happy at having to make a 
choice, and may find the two duties difficult to balance right 
now. Give it your best. By tomorrow things should be back to 
normal. 

Today’s ASTRO-PREDICTION

Tamara Davis | The Conversation

Gloria Origgi | Aeon

T
here is an underappreciated paradox of 
knowledge that plays a pivotal role in our 
advanced hyper-connected liberal democ-
racies: the greater the amount of informa-
tion that circulates, the more we rely on so-

called reputational devices to evaluate it. What makes 
this paradoxical is that the vastly increased access to 
information and knowledge we have today does not 
empower us or make us more cognitively autono-
mous. Rather, it renders us more dependent on other 
people’s judgments and evaluations of the informa-
tion with which we are faced.

We are experiencing a fundamental paradigm 
shift in our relationship to knowledge. From the ‘in-
formation age’, we are moving towards the ‘reputa-
tion age’, in which information will have value only 
if it is already filtered, evaluated and commented 
upon by others. Seen in this light, reputation has be-
come a central pillar of collective intelligence today. 
It is the gatekeeper to knowledge, and the keys to the 
gate are held by others. The way in which the author-
ity of knowledge is now constructed makes us reliant 
on what are the inevitably biased judgments of other 
people, most of whom we do not know.

Let me give some examples of this paradox. If you 
are asked why you believe that big changes in the 
climate are occurring and can dramatically harm fu-
ture life on Earth, the most reasonable answer you’re 
likely to provide is that you trust the reputation of the 
sources of information to which you usually turn for 
acquiring information about the state of the planet. 
In the best-case scenario, you trust the reputation 
of scientific research and believe that peer-review is 
a reasonable way of sifting out ‘truths’ from false hy-
potheses and complete ‘bullshit’ about nature. In the 
average-case scenario, you trust newspapers, maga-
zines or TV channels that endorse a political view 
which supports scientific research to summarise its 
findings for you. In this latter case, you are twice-re-
moved from the sources: you trust other people’s trust 
in reputable science.

Or, take an even more uncontroversial truth that 
I have discussed at length elsewhere: one of the most 
notorious conspiracy theories is that no man stepped 
on the Moon in 1969, and that the entire Apollo pro-
gramme (including six landings on the Moon between 
1969 and 1972) was a staged fake. The initiator of this 
conspiracy theory was Bill Kaysing, who worked in 
publications at the Rocketdyne company – where 
Apollo’s Saturn V rocket engines were built. At his own 

Say Goodbye to The Information Age: It’s All About Reputation Now

Hawking Tackled The Biggest Question Of All: How Did The Universe Begin?

expense, Kaysing published the book We Never Went 
to the Moon: America’s $30 Billion Swindle (1976). 
After publication, a movement of skeptics grew and 
started to collect evidence about the alleged hoax.

According to the Flat Earth Society, one of the 
groups that still denies the facts, the Moon landings 
were staged by Hollywood with the support of Walt 
Disney and under the artistic direction of Stanley Ku-
brick. Most of the ‘proofs’ they advance are based on 
a seemingly accurate analysis of the pictures of the 
various landings. 

The shadows’ angles are inconsistent with the 
light, the United States flag blows even if there is no 
wind on the Moon, the tracks of the steps are too pre-
cise and well-preserved for a soil in which there is no 
moisture. Also, is it not suspicious that a programme 
that involved more than 400,000 people for six years 
was shut down abruptly? And so on.

The great majority of the people we would consid-
er reasonable and accountable (myself included) will 
dismiss these claims by laughing at the very absurdity 

of the hypothesis (although there have been serious 
and documented responses by NASA against these 
allegations). Yet, if I ask myself on what evidentiary 
basis I believe that there has been a Moon landing, I 
must admit that my evidence is quite poor, and that 
I have never invested a second trying to debunk the 
counter-evidence accumulated by these conspiracy 
theorists. What I personally know about the facts mix-
es confused childhood memories, black-and-white 
television news, and deference to what my parents 
told me about the landing in subsequent years. Still, 
the wholly secondhand and personally uncorroborat-
ed quality of this evidence does not make me hesitate 
about the truth of my beliefs on the matter.

My reasons for believing that the Moon landing 
took place go far beyond the evidence I can gather 
and double-check about the event itself. In those 
years, we trusted a democracy such as the US to have 
a justified reputation for sincerity. Without an evalua-
tive judgment about the reliability of a certain source 
of information, that information is, for all practical 

W
ith the death of Stephen 
Hawking, the world has 
lost an adventurer.

I was one of the many 
who first encountered the 

deep ideas of cosmology through Hawk-
ing’s book A Brief History of Time, and 
found myself inspired. To his readers 
Hawking revealed a whole new world — 
showing how physics can address some of 
the deep questions of our existence, all the 
way to the deepest of all: how did the uni-
verse begin?

Physics is often perceived to be dry and 
devoid of imagination, but as researchers 
we realise that could not be further from 
the truth. In research, we routinely throw 
assumptions in the bin, play with “what if” 
scenarios, and rely on insight and creativ-
ity to explore new ideas that could take us 
beyond the bounds of the physics we al-
ready know. Stephen Hawking was a mas-
ter at this.

Theory of everything
What made Hawking such a trailblazer 
were his attempts to merge quantum 
physics and general relativity.

The situation in modern physics is 
both powerful and dire. We have two in-
credibly strong theories that have passed 
every test we can throw at them, and yet 
we can’t unify them.

General relativity is our theory of 
gravity, with thanks to Einstein, and 
quantum physics is our theory of eve-
rything else – in particular, how parti-
cles interact. Both have been tested to 
incredible precision and have become 
everyday tools. We use general relativity 
to make our GPS system accurate, and 

quantum physics is used to design key ele-
ments of all high technology.

However, we still have no theory that 
combines the two, and this has perplexed 
physicists for a century. Merging the two 
theories engaged Einstein for the latter 
half of his life to no avail.

The quest for a quantum theory of 
gravity that can also explain the whole uni-
verse, is known as the search for a “theory 
of everything”, or “ToE”.

Hawking’s most famous insight was to 
take seriously the question of what would 
happen if you took a quantum system and 
put it near the event horizon of a black 
hole. Even without a final theory of quan-
tum gravity, he revealed that in some spe-
cial circumstances you can calculate solu-
tions anyway.

The ‘mind of God’
Hawking famously described the quest for 
a theory of everything in analogy to God:

If we do discover a theory of every-
thing… it would be the ultimate triumph of 
human reason — for then we would truly 
know the mind of God.

He was forced to explain this line many 
times. As a devout atheist he made it clear 
that he didn’t mean we would understand 
a deity, but rather that we would be able to 
explain, using physics, the birth of the uni-
verse itself, and all of the processes within 
it, thus demonstrating there is no need for 
a god.

In his own words:
God may exist, but science can explain the 
universe without the need for a creator.

How the big bang banged
We know that nothing, not even light, can 
escape a black hole’s gravitational pull. 

Nevertheless, Hawking discovered that 
black holes should “glow”. The light they 
emit is now known as “Hawking radiation”.

But if light can’t escape from black 
holes, how can they glow?

The event horizon of a black hole is the 
point of no return. Once you are within the 
event horizon you can never escape, and 
no light you emit will ever be seen outside. 
The reason black holes can glow is because 
no light actually emerges from inside the 
event horizon. The light gets created just 
outside of it, thanks to the black hole’s in-
teraction with the quantum vacuum.

This leads to another question, be-
cause another important rule of physics 
is conservation of energy; you can’t create 
something from nothing. So in order to 
glow, the black hole has to pay a price, and 
it pays with the only currency it has – its 
mass.

As the black hole emits light it gets 
lighter, and the lighter the black hole the 
more dramatically it shines, which accel-
erates its demise, until it evaporates into 
nothing in an intense flash of radiation.

As spectacular as that may be, it may 
seem a trifle esoteric: why should we care 
how black holes behave? Well, the theories 
Hawking was developing also have impli-
cations for the question of how the uni-
verse began. Hawking proposed a mecha-
nism, through quantum physics, by which 
a universe could be born. In other words, 
he proposed an answer to how the big 
bang banged.

The symphony of space
Hawking became one of the world’s most 
recognisable physicists. His fame saw 
him appear frequently in popular culture 
including on the Simpsons and Star Trek 
(where he played himself). Not only a su-

perb researcher, he was a brilliant com-
municator, and this set him apart from his 
peers. His A Brief History of Time sold more 
than 10 million copies and was translated 
into at least 35 languages.

One of the fantastic things about A 
Brief History of Time was that it made 
complex ideas simple, but also didn’t shy 
away from giving the gory details. Hawk-
ing showed respect to his readers and to 
their potential to understand – perhaps 
having higher expectations of them than 
they had of themselves. As a result, he was 
able to convey a great feeling of the depth 
of thought behind the theories.

Millions of readers engrossed in his 
book left with a sense of wonder, even if 
they fell short of full understanding. Like 
listening to a symphony, you can appreci-
ate the beauty and complexity of the music 
without knowing how to play any of the in-
struments.

Hawking played the symphony of 
space into words on a page, which left peo-
ple with the feeling they had experienced 
something profound, even if they hadn’t 
fully understood it.

Be curious
That Hawking survived until age 76 is truly 
remarkable.

Diagnosed with amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis (ALS) as a 22 year old, he was giv-
en only two years to live.

Rather than being defeated by such a 
diagnosis he dove into research with an 
urgency perhaps inspired by his limited 
time. He determined to do something sig-
nificant with his time remaining, and thus 
attacked some of the most profound and 
challenging questions in physics.

To the benefit of humankind he did 
not succumb to the disease and was able 

to continue researching for another half-
century. That he refused to let physical dif-
ficulties deter him from his life’s work is an 
inspiration to us all.

He was also a real character, and is fa-
mous for placing high-profile bets on big 
physics questions (which he usually lost). 
In 1974 he bet that the x-ray source at the 
centre of our galaxy, Cygnus X-1, was not 
a black hole, but conceded the loss due to 
overwhelming evidence by 1990.

From our modern perspective it’s as-
tonishing to realise that all of his early re-
search on black holes was done before we 
were even sure they existed.

One of Hawking’s most fascinating bets 
was about the “information paradox”. The 
fact that black holes can evaporate turned 
out to be extremely perplexing, because 
all the information about what went into 
them is lost as the black hole vanishes. In 
quantum physics you can’t destroy infor-
mation, thus the paradox.

Although Hawking conceded this bet 
very publicly in 2004, most physicists 
would still argue that the answer is unre-
solved. Recently it has seen a resurgence 
of interest with the “firewall paradox” and 
Hawking himself was adding new ideas to 
the debate even in his last few years.

As we say farewell to one of the greatest 
thinkers of our time, I leave you with some 
of his best advice:

Look up at the stars and not down at 
your feet. Try to make sense of what you see, 
and wonder about what makes the uni-
verse exist. Be curious.

With Stephen Hawking’s passing, hu-
manity has lost a brilliant mind and an in-
spirational human being.

(Tamara Davis  is a Professor at The 
University of Queensland)

purposes, useless.
The paradigm shift from the age of information 

to the age of reputation must be taken into account 
when we try to defend ourselves from ‘fake news’ and 
other misinformation and disinformation techniques 
that are proliferating through contemporary socie-
ties. What a mature citizen of the digital age should 
be competent at is not spotting and confirming the 
veracity of the news. Rather, she should be competent 
at reconstructing the reputational path of the piece of 
information in question, evaluating the intentions of 
those who circulated it, and figuring out the agendas 
of those authorities that leant it credibility.

Whenever we are at the point of accepting or re-
jecting new information, we should ask ourselves: 
Where does it come from? Does the source have a 
good reputation? Who are the authorities who believe 
it? What are my reasons for deferring to these authori-
ties? Such questions will help us to get a better grip 
on reality than trying to check directly the reliabil-
ity of the information at issue. In a hyper-specialised 
system of the production of knowledge, it makes no 
sense to try to investigate on our own, for example, 
the possible correlation between vaccines and au-
tism. It would be a waste of time, and probably our 
conclusions would not be accurate. In the reputation 
age, our critical appraisals should be directed not at 
the content of information but rather at the social 
network of relations that has shaped that content and 
given it a certain deserved or undeserved ‘rank’ in our 
system of knowledge.

These new competences constitute a sort of sec-
ond-order epistemology. They prepare us to question 
and assess the reputation of an information source, 
something that philosophers and teachers should be 
crafting for future generations.

According to Frederick Hayek’s book Law, Legisla-
tion and Liberty (1973), ‘civilisation rests on the fact 
that we all benefit from knowledge which we do not 
possess’. A civilised cyber-world will be one where 
people know how to assess critically the reputation of 
information sources, and can empower their knowl-
edge by learning how to gauge appropriately the so-
cial ‘rank’ of each bit of information that enters their 
cognitive field.

Gloria Origgi is an Italian philosopher, and 
a tenured senior researcher at CNRS (the French 
National Centre for Scientific Research) in Paris. 

Her latest book is Reputation: What It Is and Why It 
Matters (2017), translated by Stephen Holmes and 

Noga Arikha.
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Sidelined AIADMK leader TTV Dhinakaran during the launch of his political party ‘Amma Makkal 
Munnetra Kazhagam (AMMK)’ in Madurai on Thursday.

PTI
Lalu Prasad (File Photo)

PTI

Opposition members protest during the ongoing budget session of Parliament in the Lok Sabha, in New 
Delhi on Thursday.

LS passes two bills amid din; 
house adjourned for the day 

TN assembly unanimously demands 
Cauvery Management Board be set up

Verdict in 4th fodder scam case involving Lalu deferred

Dinakaran launches new party AMMK

Maharashtra Hindutva leader in police custody till March 19 CBSE denies Class 
12 exam paper leak 

Two each from BJP, Congress elected 
unannounced to RS from Gujarat

Amnesty launches website to track, document hate crimes 

INX Media case: SC extends relief to Karti Chidambaram from arrest 

31 economic offenders have fled India — Govt.

New Delhi, March 15 
(IANS): Two bills were 
passed amid din in the 
Lok Sabha on Thursday, as 
members from different 
parties crowded near the 
Speaker’s podium, showing 
placards and raising slo-
gans over different issues.

Minister of State for 
Labour, Santosh Kumar 
Gangwar moved The Pay-
ment of Gratuity (Amend-
ment) Bill, 2017, which was 
passed through voice vote 
in the din. 

The government then 
moved The Specific Relief 
(Amendment) Bill, 2017, 
which was also passed 
amid din through voice 
vote.

As Meghwal moved 
the bill on payment of 
gratuity, Speaker Sumitra 
Mahajan said she agreed 
that the bill should have 
been discussed, but add-
ed that it was important 
to pass it.

“I agree that a discus-
sion should have been 
there. But it is not possi-
ble and it is important to 
pass the bill...” the Speaker 
said as Congress members 
shouted “no” in chorus.

T h e  a m e n d m e n t s 
moved by Revolutionary 
Socialist Party member 
N.K. Premachandran and 
Congress’ Adhir Ranjan 
Chowdhury were also ne-

gated by voice vote while 
the government amend-
ments were accepted.

The Payment of Gra-
tuity Act, 1972 allows for 
the payment of gratuity to 
employees in any estab-
lishment, factory, mine, 
oilfield, plantation, port, 
railways, company, or shop 
employing 10 or more 
workers. 

Employees are paid 
gratuity if they have pro-
vided at least five years of 
continuous service at the 

time of termination. 
This Bill empowers the 

central government to no-
tify the period of maternity 
leave eligible for qualifying 
as continuous service; and 
determine the amount of 
gratuity available to em-
ployees.

The maximum mater-
nity leave, for the purpose 
of calculating continuous 
service under the Act, was 
based on the maternity 
leave provided under the 
Maternity Benefit Act, 

1961. 
The maximum ma-

ternity leave under the 
1961 Act was changed 
from 12 weeks to 26 weeks 
by the Maternity Benefit 
(Amendment) Act, 2017. 
The Bill removes the refer-
ence to 12 weeks in the 
1972 Act and empowers 
the central government 
to notify the maximum 
maternity leave.

Under the Act, the max-
imum amount of gratu-
ity payable to an employee 

cannot exceed Rs 10 lakh. 
The Bill removes the exist-
ing ceiling and states that 
the ceiling may be notified 
by the central government.

Under The Specific 
Relief Amendment Bill, 
certain civil courts may 
be designated as Special 
Courts by the state govern-
ment, in consultation with 
the Chief Justice of a High 
Court. 

These courts will deal 
with cases related to in-
frastructure projects. Such 
cases must be disposed off 
within 12 months from the 
date of receipt of summons 
by the defendant. This pe-
riod can be extended by 
the courts for another six 
months.

Members from the 
Congress, Trinamool Con-
gress, Telugu Desam Party, 
YSR Congress and the Te-
langana Rashtra Samithi 
gathered near the Speaker’s 
podium, and kept protest-
ing while the bills were 
passed.

The Lok Sabha has 
been witnessing protests 
over a host of issues includ-
ing banking irregularities, 
the PNB fraud, special eco-
nomic status for Andhra 
Pradesh and management 
of Cauvery water.

Amid protests, the 
Speaker adjourned the 
House for the day.

Chennai, March 15 (IANS): 
The Tamil Nadu assembly 
on Thursday unanimously 
demanded setting up of 
the Cauvery Management 
Board (CMB) and Cauvery 
Water Regulatory Commit-
tee (CWRC) as ordered by 
the Supreme Court.

A resolution to this ef-
fect was passed unani-
mously in a special sitting 
of the assembly, hours af-
ter Deputy Chief Minister 
O.Panneerselvam, who 
also holds the Finance 

portfolio, presented the 
state budget for 2018-19.

In its February 16 ver-
dict, the Supreme Court, 
reducing Tamil Nadu’s 
share in the Cauvery water 
to 177.25 thousand million 
cubic feet (TMC) against 
192 TMC allocated by a 
tribunal in 2007, ordered 
the central government to 
set up the CMB and CWRC 
within six weeks.

Mov i n g  t h e  re s o -
lution, Chief Minister 
K.Palaniswami said the 

Central government has 
to set up the CMB and 
CWRC, and his govern-
ment has been urging it 
be done soon. DMK leader 
M.K.Stalin said if the Cen-
tral government does not 
set up CMB and CWRC 
then all the Tamil Nadu 
legislators should resign.

He said his party is 
ready to ask its legislators to 
resign from the house but 
hoped that the Central gov-
ernment would not give 
space for such an action.

Ranchi, March 15 (IANS): 
The judgment in the fourth 
fodder scam case involv-
ing former Bihar Chief 
Minister Lalu Prasad was 
deferred on Thursday by a 
special CBI court here.

Lalu Prasad filed a 
fresh petition in the court 
of Shivapal Singh to make 
the then Auditor General 
an accused in the case 
since he did not report 
the fraudulent withdrawal 
from the treasury.

THe Rashtriya Janata 
Dal leader’s petition will be 
heard on Friday.

The court will decide 
on the new date for pro-
nouncing judgment after 
hearing Lalu Prasad’s plea. 

The hearing in the 
fodder case -- relating to 
fraudulent withdrawals of 
Rs 3.13 crore from Decem-
ber 1995 to January 1996 

New Delhi, March 15 (IANS): The 
Supreme Court on Thursday ex-
tended, till March 26, the interim 
protection from arrest granted to 
Karti Chidambaram by the Delhi 
High Court in the INX Media money 
laundering case.

A bench of Chief Justice Dipak 
Misra, Justice A.M. Khanwilkar and 
Justice D.Y. Chandrachud also trans-
ferred to itself the cases pending 
before the Delhi High Court relating 
to adjudication of Enforcement Di-
rectorate’s (ED) power to arrest an ac-
cused under the Prevention of Money 
Laundering Act (PMLA) and also a 
plea filed by Karti Chidambaram 
seeking protection from arrest by ED 
in the case.

The bench’s order came after tak-
ing into note that several high courts 
in the country have given conflicting 
views on interpretation of Section 19 
(power to arrest an accused under 
PLMA) of the PMLA and that it would 
deal with the issue of interpretation of 
the section.

Additional Solicitor General Tush-
ar Mehta, appearing for the Central 
government, had referred to the or-
ders passed by different high courts, 
including Delhi and Bombay, on the 
issue.

Earlier in the day, the Delhi High 
Court extended Karti Chidambaram’s 
protection from arrest in the ED case 
from March 20 to March 22.

The court was hearing plea filed by 
ED and the Central Bureau of Inves-
tigation against the high court order 
giving relief to Karti Chidambaram, 
son of Congress leader and former 
Union Minister P. Chidambaram, 
from arrest in the case.

In inter im rel ief  to  Karti 
Chidambaram, the high court on 
March 9 had asked the ED not to take 
“any coercive action” against him till 
the next hearing of the case slated for 
March 20.

On March 8, the top court had 
asked him to approach the high court 
seeking quashing of summons issued 
by the ED.

The probe agencies approaching 
the top court said Karti Chidambar-
am has abused the law to get relief 
from the high court.

Mehta said that high court’s 
granting of relief would encourage 
persons, facing similar summons 
from ED in money-laundering cases, 
to move the high court under the 
Constitution’s Article 226 and blunt 
the probe.

He further argued that the ED 
had lodged an enforcement crime 
information report (ECIR), which 
is not an FIR, and hence issuance 
of summons to appear before the 
agency was illegal as well as breach of 
his client’s fundamental rights. Karti 
Chidambaram, arrested on February 
28, is in jail till March 24 in the case 
lodged by the CBI.

The CBI had investigated him for 
allegedly receiving money to facilitate 
Foreign Investment Promotion Board 
(FIPB) clearance to INX Media in 2007 
when his father was the Finance Min-
ister in the UPA government.

New Delhi, March 15 
(IANS): Some 31 suspect-
ed economic offenders 
have fled the country to 
avoid prosecution, the gov-
ernment has told the Lok 
Sabha.

Asked if many busi-
nessmen had absconded 
after “doing scams” and 
settled in various other 
countries, Minister of State 
for External Affairs M.J. Ak-
bar in a written reply gave a 
list of 31 persons, including 
Nirav Modi and his uncle 
Mehul Choksi, accused in 
the Punjab National Bank 
scam, who are under inves-
tigation by the Directorate 
of Enforcement and the 
CBI.

The others in the list 
include Nirav Modi’s wife 
Ami Nirav Modi and son 
Neeshal Modi, liquor bar-
on Vijay Mallya, cricket 

czar Lalit Modi and arms 
dealer Sanjay Bhandari.

The reply doesn’t men-
tion the time since when 
they have been absconding 
from the country.

Akbar said the minis-
try had received extradi-
tion requests from the CBI 
in respect of Vijay Mallya, 
Ashish Jobanputra, Push-
pesh Kumar Baid, Sanjay 
Kalra, Varsha Kalra and 
Arti Kalra. 

The requests, he said, 
have been sent to the 
concerned foreign coun-
tries for their considera-
tion.

The bill will help in 
laying down measures to 
deter fugitive economic 
offenders from evading the 
process of Indian law and 
provides for expeditious 
confiscation of proceeds of 
crime and properties of fu-

gitive economic offenders 
with a view to make them 
submit to the jurisdiction 
of courts in India.

The others in the list 
are: Soumit Jena, Vijay-
kumar Revabhai Patel, 
Sunil Ramesh Rupani, 
Pushpesh Kumar Baid, 
Surender Singh, Angad 
Singh, Harsahib Singh, 
Harleen Kaur, Ashish 
Jobanputra, Jatin Me-
hta, Chetan Jayantilal 
Sandesara, Dipti Chetan 
Sandesara, Nitin Jayan-
tilal Sandesara, Sabhya 
Seth, Nilesh Parrekh, 
Umesh Parekh, Sunny 
Kalra, Aarti Kalra, San-
jay Kalra, Varsha Kalra, 
Hemant Gandhi, Ishwar-
bhai Bhat, M.G. Chan-
drasakhar, Cheriya Van-
narakkal Sudeer, Nausha 
Kadeejath and Cheriya 
Veettil Sadique.

from the Dumka treasury 
-- was completed on March 
5 and the verdict was fixed 
for March 15. Besides Lalu 
Prasad, another former 

Chief Minister Jagannath 
Mishra and 30 others are 
accused in this case.

The Rashtriya Janata 
Dal chief was convicted by 

a special CBI court in the 
second case on Decem-
ber 23, 2017, and awarded 
three-and-a-half years’ im-
prisonment on January 6.

He was convicted in the 
third case on January 24, 
related to fraudulent with-
drawals from the Chaibasa 
treasury, and awarded a 
five-year jail term.

He now faces two other 
cases -- one in Ranchi and 
one in Patna.

The multi-million ru-
pee fodder scam surfaced 
in the 1990s when Lalu 
Yadav was Chief Minister 
of undivided Bihar. The 
probe was handed over 
to the Central Bureau of 
Investigation on the Patna 
High Court’s order.

The bulk of the cases 
were transferred to Ranchi 
after Jharkhand was carved 
out of Bihar in 2000.

Madurai, March 15 (IANS): Independent 
legislator and sidelined AIADMK leader 
T.T.V. Dinakaran on Thursday launched 
his new party called Amma Makkal 
Munnetra Kazhagham (AMMK).

He announced his party’s name at 
Melur near the temple town here in 

Tamil Nadu. The party flag was later 
unfurled.

“From today onwards we will function 
with a name and work to recover the ‘two 
leaves’ symbol of the AIADMK,” Dinakaran 
said. He said till the party recovers the ‘two 
leaves’ symbol, it will contest the elections 

with the ‘pressure cooker’ 
symbol.

On March 9, the Delhi 
High Court allowed Di-
nakaran’s plea for use of 
a common poll symbol -- 
preferably ‘pressure cook-
er’ -- and a suitable party 
name to carry on with his 
politics.

The court was hearing 
Dinakaran’s plea for per-
mission to use “pressure 
cooker” symbol for local 
bodies elections likely 
in April in Tamil Nadu 
or any other elections, 
during the pendency of 
the writ petitions regard-
ing the AIADMK’s ‘two 
leaves’ symbol. In Decem-
ber 2017, Dinakaran won 
the Radhakrishnan Nagar 
bypoll as an Independent 
which he contested with 
‘pressure cooker’ symbol.

Dinakaran has chal-
lenged the Election Com-
mission order to award 
the ‘two leaves’ symbol 
to a faction led by Tamil 
Nadu Chief Minister K. 
Palaniswami and Deputy 
Chief Minister O. Panneer-
selvam.

Pune, March 15 (IANS): A 
Pune court on Thursday 
sent to police custody till 
March 19 Hindutva leader 
Milind Ekbote who has 
been accused of provoking 
the January 1 caste riots of 
Bhima-Koregaon in Ma-
harashtra.

Ekbote, leader of the 
rightwing Hindu Ekta 
Aghadi, was arrested on 
Wednesday after the Su-
preme Court dismissed his 
plea for anticipatory bail.

His arrest followed two 
First Information Reports 
(FIRs) lodged in early Janu-
ary by Dalit activists Su-
shma Andhare and Anita 
Salve against Ekbote and 

another rightwing lead-
er from Sangli, Sambhaji 
Bhide alias Guruji.

The complainants ac-
cused them of instigating, 
planning and orchestrat-
ing the violence during the 
200th anniversary celebra-
tions of the Anglo-Maratha 
War between the army of 
Peshwa Bajirao II which 
was vanquished by a small 
force of East India Compa-
ny that comprised a large 
number of Dalits.

During the rioting that 
shook Bhima-Koregaon 
and surroundings, a youth 
from Nanded was killed 
and properties worth over 
Rs 13 crore was damaged 

or destroyed.
E k b o t e  h a s  b e e n 

charged with provoking 
the riots, criminal con-
spiracy, rioting armed with 
deadly weapons, unlawful 
assembly, defiling places 
of worship with intent to 
insult religion and more.

Earlier, Pune Rural Po-
lice summoned Ekbote 
on at least five occasions 
but he appeared only once 
and then allegedly failed to 
cooperate in the probe.

Meanwhile, he applied 
for anticipatory bail in 
Pune Sessions Court which 
was rejected on January 
22 and again dismissed by 
the Bombay High Court on 

February 2.
Thereafter, the Pune 

Sessions Court issued an 
arrest warrant against Ek-
bote, who moved the Su-
preme Court for interim 
bail which was granted till 
March 14 but only after 
rapping the state govern-
ment for tardy progress in 
the investigations.

In its report to the apex 
court, the state govern-
ment said he was not coop-
erating with the investiga-
tion. Accordingly, a bench 
of Justice M.B. Lokur, Jus-
tice Kurien Joseph and 
Justice Deepak Gupta dis-
missed Ekbote’s bail plea 
on Wednesday.

New Delhi, March 15 (IANS): The CBSE 
on Thursday denied that the Class 12 
Accountancy exam paper was leaked 
even as the Delhi government ordered 
an inquiry into the allegations.

The Central Board of Secondary 
Education said that some “miscreants” 
were circulating rumours to disturb 
the examination even as the exam was 
underway.

“There has been no leakage of the 
question paper. All the seals (of packed 
question papers) have been found intact 
at all the exam centres,” the Board said in 
its official statement.

“During the process of examination, 
however, at local level, some miscreants 
tried to play mischief by circulating 
messages through WhatsApp and other 
social media to disturb the sanctity of 
examinations,” the CBSE said.

Earlier, Delhi Deputy Chief Minister 
Manish Sisodia ordered the Directorate 
of Education to investigate and lodge a 
complaint with the CBSE.

This followed media reports that the 
question paper was leaked on What-
sApp.

Sisodia said swift action must be 
taken so that hard-working students do 
not suffer due to the “negligence of the 
Central Board of Secondary Education”.

Gandhinagar, March 15 (IANS) 
:Two candidates each of the ruling 
BJP and opposition Congress were 
elected unopposed to as many va-
cant seats in the Rajya Sabha from 
Gujarat after their extra nominees 
opted out of the fray on the last date 
for withdrawal of nominations on 
Thursday.

Union Ministers Purushot-
tam Rupala and Masukh Man-
davia from the Bharatiya Janata 
Party and former Union Minister 
Naran Rathwa and Ami Yagnik 
from the Congress will enter the 
Rajya Sabha after the issuance of 
a notification on their election, an 
official said.

Those who opted out on 
Thursday are BJP’s Kirsitsinh 
Rana, independent nominee 
backed by Congress legislators 
P.K. Valera, and dummy candidate 
Rajni Patel. 

“We have issued the notification 
to declare all four as elected to the 
Rajya Sabha,” said A.B. Karova, As-
sembly’s Assistant Deputy Secretary 
and the Returning Officer for Rajya 
Sabha elections. 

The formal announcement 
on March 23 Rajya Sabha election 
results will be done on March 25. 

“However, with no elections re-
quired in the state, the Returning 
Officer can issue a notification on 
the election results without waiting 
for the final date,” a senior Election 
Commission official said. 

The BJP, following some issues 
related to documents required to 
be submitted by tribal leader Naran 
Rathwa, had fielded Kiritsinh Rana, 
along with dummy candidate Ra-
jni Patel. The Congress too put up 
Valera as an independent. 

Another independent P. Mool-
ani too filed his nomination, taking 
the total number of candidates in 
the fray to eight. 

After scrutiny, Moolani’s candi-
dature was rejected due to lack of 
requisite number of proposers. 

The BJP even approached the 
Election Commission to demand 
that Rathwa’s candidature be can-
celled. 

With the BJP having 100 leg-
islators in the 182-member Gu-
jarat Assembly and the opposition 
Congress having 81 members, 
both could easily send two can-
didates each to the upper house 
of Parliament. The minimum first 
preference votes required by any 
candidate is 37.

New Delhi, March 15 (IANS): Human 
rights NGO Amnesty International 
India on Thursday launched an inter-
active data website for keeping a track 
of and documenting hate crimes 
across the country.

In 2017, an alarming number 
of alleged hate crimes -- including 
assault, rape and murder -- were 
reported against people from mar-
ginalized groups, especially Dalits 
and Muslims, the Amnesty Interna-
tional said as it launched the website 
named ‘Halt the Hate’. 

“Our website aims to draw at-
tention to some of these crimes by 
tracking and documenting them. 
Dalits have been attacked for merely 
sporting moustaches, and Muslims 
lynched for transporting cattle. Dalit 
women have been branded as witch-

es, and raped and killed,” Patel said.
‘Halt the Hate’ documents alleged 

hate crimes against Dalits, Adivasis, 
members of racial or religious minor-
ity groups, transgender persons, and 
other marginalised people which are 
reported in mainstream English and 
Hindi media. 

It documents 141 incidents of al-
leged hate crimes against Dalits and 
44 against Muslims in 2017, including 
69 incidents of killings where at least 
146 people were killed. 35 incidents 
were found where women from these 
groups or transgender persons faced 
sexual violence. 

The website documents alleged 
hate crimes from September 2015, 
when Mohammad Akhlaq was killed 
in Dadri, Uttar Pradesh, for allegedly 
possessing beef. 

Cow-related violence and so-
called ‘honour killings’ were among 
the common instances of the hate 
crimes.

Uttar Pradesh was the state 
with the most such incidents in 
2016 and 2017. In 2016, 237 alleged 
hate crimes were recorded. Uttar 
Pradesh, Haryana, Tamil Nadu, 
Karnataka and Gujarat recorded the 
most incidents.

Patel said that the extent of hate 
crime in India is unknown because 
the law - barring some exceptions 
- does not recognize hate crimes as 
specific offences. 

He said police needed to take 
steps to “unmask any potentially dis-
criminatory motive” in a crime, and 
political leaders must be “more vocal” 
in denouncing such violence.
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Pakistani police officers cordon off the area of a bomb blast in Raiwind near Lahore, in Pakistan.

Nikki Haley

Ten killed in Taliban suicide attack near Sharif’s residence 

Haley warns UN: Russia may use 
chemical weapon on New York 

Israel shells Hamas posts in Gaza 
in response to bombs — Army

Iran warns US against any 
‘foolish’ action on Syria

Russia will expel 
British diplomats 
soon — Lavrov

Lahore, March 15 (PTI): A 
teenaged Taliban suicide 
bomber attacked a police 
check-post near the resi-
dence of Pakistan’s ousted 
prime minister Nawaz 
Sharif in Lahore, killing 10 
people, including six po-
licemen, police said.

According to rescue 
officials, the blast took 
place last night close to a 
police check post, a few 
kilometers from the pala-
tial residence of the Sharif 
family, and next to the con-
gregation of the Tableeghi 
Jamaat centre.

“Five policemen - two 
inspectors and three con-
stables - are among nine 
persons killed in the blast,” 
Rescue 1122 spokesman 
Jam Sajjad told PTI.

Today, one more po-
liceman wounded in the 
attack on the Raiwind 

United Nation, March 15 
(IANS): Expressing soli-
darity with the UK, US 
Ambassador to the UN, 
Nikki Haley, has warned 
that if concrete measures 
were not initiated, “Russia 
will use chemical weapons 
here in New York or in cities 
of any country that sits on 
this Council”.

Haley said the Don-
ald Trump administration 
“stands in absolute solidar-
ity with Great Britain” fol-
lowing a nerve agent attack 
against a Russian double 
agent and his daughter in 
the English city of Salis-
bury last week, the CNN 
reported.

In the strongest state-
ment yet from the US ad-
ministration on the affair, 
Haley said Washington 
shared the UK’s assess-
ment that the Russian state 
was behind the poisoning 
and demanded a firm in-
ternational response.

“The US believes that 
Russia is responsible for 
the attack on two people 
in the UK using a military-
grade nerve agent,” Haley 
said in her remarks at a UN 
Security Council emer-
gency session on Wednes-
day, blasting the Russian 
government for flouting 
international law, the CNN 
report said. Russia, how-
ever, has dismissed the 
accusations as “fairy tales” 
and denied any involve-
ment in the attack which 
landed the Skripals, along 

Markaz of the Tableeghi Jamaat suc-
cumbed to his injuries. His death 
brought the toll of those killed to 10.

Around 14 policemen are among 
25 injured. The condition of some of 
them is stated to be critical.

According to Federal Investiga-
tion Agency (FIA), four suspected 
militants tried to enter the Ta-
bleeghi Jamaat gathering but were 
stopped by policemen. One of the 
attackers then blew himself up 
while the remaining managed to 
flee from the spot, the Express Trib-
une reported.

Inspector General Police Punjab 
Arif Nawaz confirmed that the blast 
was a suicide attack carried out by a 
teenaged boy who blew himself up 
near the checkpost.

Deputy Inspector General Police 
Lahore Dr Haider Ashraf said: “A teen-
aged boy blew himself up at the check 
post set up close to the Tableeghi 
centre where at least 14 or so cops 
were present”.

However, he did not give the exact 

age of the boy.
He said the “police personnel” 

were the target of the blast. “The 
condition of some policemen is criti-
cal,” he said.

“The body parts of the bomber 
have also been recovered,” the of-
ficer said.

It was such a powerful blast that 
its sound was heard several kilom-
eters from the site. A fire ball was 
seen after the blast at the Nisar Police 
Check Post.

Abid Hussain, an injured con-
stable, told journalists that he had 
been deputed at the entry point of 
the check-post to frisk those passing 
through the area.

“I saw a young boy who was 
trying to enter (the venue) and as 
soon as my colleague stopped him, 
I heard a powerful blast,” Hussain 
said, adding that he had lost con-
sciousness after that and came to 
later at a hospital.

Some reports said the Tahreek-
i-Taliban Pakistan has claimed the 

responsibility of the blast and the 
banned outfit has threatened more 
attacks on police.

The suicide attack took place a 
week before the semi-finals of the 
Pakistan Super League in Lahore.

“The PSL semi-finals will be held 
in Lahore as per schedule as we have 
made all security arrangements in 
this regard,” Ashraf said.

Pakistan Rangers quick response 
force has reached the spot and cor-
doned off the area along with the 
police.

President Mamnoon Hussain 
condemned the attack, saying such 
cowardly acts could not deter the gov-
ernment’s resolve to fight terrorism.

Punjab Chief Minister Shahbaz 
Sharif sought a report from the IGP 
and vowed to take the terrorists and 
their facilitators to task.

This is the first explosion target-
ing the provincial capital in 2018. 
Lahore experienced multiple terror 
attacks in 2017 that killed more than 
60 people.

with a British police officer, 
in the hospital.

The UK believes Russia 
was behind the attempted 
murders of Sergei Skripal 
and his daughter Yulia be-
cause of the nerve agent 
used. Novichok, was de-
veloped in the Soviet Union 
and could not be replicated 
by non-state actors, CNN 
quoted UK officials as say-
ing. 

London on Wednesday 
announced it would expel 
23 Russian diplomats after 
Moscow failed to meet a 
UK deadline to give a “cred-
ible response”.

Moscow’s Ambassador 
to the UN, Vassily Neben-
zia, even suggested the UK 
might have been respon-
sible for the attack in an 
attempt to smear Russia. 
“In the Russian Federation, 
no scientific research or de-

velopment work under the 
title Novichok were carried 
out,” he told the Security 
Council.

Laying the blame firmly 
at Russia’s door and high-
lighting Moscow’s sup-
port of the Assad regime 
in Syria following that gov-
ernment’s use of chemical 
weapons against civilians, 
Haley told fellow diplomats 
the world had reached “a 
defining moment”.

“Time and time again, 
members states say they 
oppose the use of chemi-
cal weapons under any 
circumstance,” said Haley. 
“Now one member stands 
accused of using chemical 
weapons on the sovereign 
soil of another member.

“The credibility of this 
Council will not survive if 
we fail to hold Russia ac-
countable,” she said.

Gaza City, March 15 (PTI/
AFP): Israeli tanks shelled 
Hamas posts in the Gaza 
Strip today after Palestin-
ians set off bombs along 
the border fence, the mili-
tary said, with no casualties 
reported.

A security source from 
Hamas, the Islamist move-
ment which runs the Gaza 
Strip, said that one round 
hit an observation post 
near the border, causing 
damage but no casualties.

There was no immedi-
ate claim of responsibility 
for the blasts.

An Israeli military state-
ment said: “A number of 
explosive devices were 
detonated on the security 
fence along the northern 
Gaza Strip. No injuries were 

reported.
On February 17, four Is-

raeli soldiers were wound-
ed by an improvised explo-
sive device on the border, 
sparking intense military 
retaliation.

Israel warplanes at-
tacked 18 “terror targets be-
longing to Hamas” in Gaza 
in response to the blast, 
which severely wounded 
two of the soldiers, and a 
subsequent Palestinian 
rocket attack on southern 
Israel.

The Israeli army said 
at the time that soldiers 
fired “warning shots” at a 
number of Palestinians ap-
proaching the border fence 
“in a suspicious manner” 
but could not confirm Pal-
estinian casualties.

Tehran, March 15 (IANS): 
The Iranian Foreign Minis-
try has slammed the US for 
its “interventionist” stance 
towards Syria.

The US “hostile” poli-
cies against the countries of 
the region is nothing new, 
Foreign Ministry spokes-
man Bahram Qasemi said 
on Wednesday, warning 
the US government against 
any “foolish” action on Syr-
ia, Xinhua news agency 
reported.

“Should America insists 
on such policies, the na-
tions of the region will react 

and show that they won’t 
accept foreign presence in 
their region,” Qasemi was 
quoted as saying by Tehran 
Times. US Ambassador to 
the UN, Nikki Haley, said 
on Monday that Washing-
ton was ready to unilater-
ally “act” against Syria, just 
as it did last year when it 
bombed a Syrian govern-
ment air base.

Unlike the US-led coali-
tion, Iran is present in Syria 
upon the official request 
of Damascus to help the 
country fight terrorism, 
said Qasemi.

M o s c o w,  M a r c h  1 5 
(IANS): Russia will also ex-
pel UK diplomats “soon”, 
Foreign Minister Sergei 
Lavrov said on Thursday, 
in response to the expul-
sion of 23 Russian envoys 
by Britain.

Lavrov in an interview 
to Sputnik news agency 
said that the expulsions 
would “definitely” hap-
pen. 

Britain on Tuesday 
ordered the expulsion 
of 23 Russian diplomats 
believed involved in espi-
onage-related activities, 
in the first wave of meas-
ures against Moscow for 
a nerve gas attack on a 
former double agent.

British Prime Minister 
Theresa May also outlined 
a range of other steps, in-
cluding a halt to high-lev-
el meetings with Russian 
officials and calling off a 
planned visit to Britain by 
Lavrov.

May repeated the 
conclusion of British in-
vestigators that Russia 
had either deployed or 
lost control of dangerous 
nerve agents used in the 
attack -- targeting former 
spy Sergei Skripal and his 
daughter Yulia Skripal-- 
and said Russia’s defiant 
response has “demon-
strated complete disdain 
for the gravity of these 
events”.

Russian Foreign Min-
istry spokeswoman Maria 

Zakharova dubbed the UK 
claims in the Skripal poi-
soning case as “insane”.

Britain is refusing to 
cooperate with Russia in 
the case, Zakharova said, 
adding that Moscow sent 
to London four diplo-
matic notes to hold talks 
on the issue but received 
only “non-committal re-
plies”.

“Russia has officially 
expressed readiness to 
work, using all the mecha-
nisms and tools of the Or-
ganization for the Prohibi-
tion of Chemical Weapons 
(OPCW), but London has 
been unwilling to coop-
erate with us within the 
legal framework, and the 
trend is only growing,” she 
was quoted as saying by 
Tass news agency.

“We are again officially 
calling on Great Britain to 
provide all the materials 
on the incident, as they 
call it, with the spread of 
chemical weapons on UK 
territory,” Zakharova said.

She also said that the 
UK had been “pushing” 
Russian diplomats out 
of the country via visa 
mechanisms for several 
years.

“Thus, Moscow has no 
doubt that London has 
launched an anti-Russian 
campaign... Britain’s at-
titude showed that the 
Russophobic hysteria had 
reached a new level,” Za-
kharova said.
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Students of Hope 
Academy seen 

costumed in 
legends of the 
past during the 

9th Kindergarten 
graduation-

cum-annual day 
held at IMC Hall 
in Dimapur on 

March 14.

Legionnaires of hope Birthday Greetings

Salman Khan named 
ambassador of Appy Fizz
Bollywood superstar Salman Khan has been appointed the 
new face of sparkling fruit juice drink Appy Fizz, beverage 
company Parle Agro announced on Thursday. Salman, 
whose “stylish, macho and magnetic attitude” make him 
a “seamless fit” for the brand, will feature in its newest 
#FeelTheFizz campaign, read a statement. “I am positive the 
fans and the brand’s consumers will Feel the Fizz,” Salman 
said. Last year, the brand had associated itself with TV show 
“Bigg Boss 11”, hosted by Salman. (IANS)

Dearest Yolu Vero
As you enters six, 

wishing you to stay 
happy and prosperous 
journey. Cheers....

Mom & Dad

Annie’s O.K an upcoming band is comprised of childhood friends whose common taste for classic rock music brought them together. They 
spent most of their childhood together performing at events. However their friendship has never been limited to music.

Annie’s O.K. formed in 2017 released their debut original ‘Aplomb’ recorded at Jam Studio11 which is dedicated to a particular person - ‘Lolika Kiho’.
Annie’s O.K has an interesting account to share on today’s “Rhythm Of Love”.

Music is something the world would be lost without! We feel it, we breathe it, we love it!  Eastern 
Mirror’s - Rhythm of Love- connects our readers to music through conversation with artists as they 
share their  experience with their love …… MUSIC
Music moves us, opens our emotions - passing all barriers. Music is a piece that we can all connect 
to so Readers get connected with your favorite artists every Friday with Rhythm of Love.

Little did we know

EASTERN MIRROR: Please introduce 
us to the role you each play in Annie’s 
O.K.

Annie’s O.K: On vocal we have 
Welly, Imsong on Guitars, Moa on Bass 
and Achang on Drums.

EASTERN MIRROR: You guys have 
been together since childhood and 
performing at events. What took you 
so long to come together and launch 
as a band?

Annie’s O.K: This has always 
been a work in progress but owing to 
commitments in our academic, we 
were unable to come together and 
invest enough time in music.

 EASTERN MIRROR: How did An-
nie’s O.K come into reality? Talk us 
through your journey and the reason 
behind your band’s name.

Annie’s O.K: We have always 
been fun loving people, sharing com-
mon interest for classic rock. Our love 
for rock music has always kept us 
together through these years. Frankly, 
we are people who tend to see the 
lighter side in everything, that is 
how we came up with the band’s 

name, in response to MJ’s hit ‘Smooth 
Criminal’ where he literally screams 
the whole chorus asking whether “An-
nie is ok”.

EASTERN MIRROR: What is your 
song writing process? Do you have 
any influences?

Annie’s O.K: Writing music has 
always been about what we want to 
express and we try to achieve that by 
putting all effort to communicate the 
intended message to our listeners. We 
usually start by establishing a Musical 
Motive and we work on ex-
pand- ing that idea as 
a song by adding 
our own flavours 
and colours.

Born 
in the 80’s, we have 

always been drawn to music of that era 
ranging from Ac/Dc to RATM.

 EASTERN MIRROR: Being a band of 
childhood friends, does it add to the 
creativity of your music?

Annie’s O.K: Our friendship has 
never been limited to music only or 
say-a band. We hang out regularly like 
any normal group of friends would.

When it comes to band sessions, 
the time we spent together has only 
been a boost in all aspects, encouraging 
and learning from each other, furnish-
ing our different styles and approaches 
into a common expression and this 
keeps our individual ideas from being 
limited to a particular style.

EASTERN MIRROR: Talk us through 
your debut release ‘Aplomb’. Why did 
you decide to dedicate this song-par-
ticularly to a person ‘Lolika Kiho’?

Annie’s O.K: ‘Aplomb’ is a title 
we specifically chose because our song 
speaks about the strong qualities a 
Woman possesses and how she handles 
hardships and struggle life throws at 
her. Although our song speaks about 
Women in general, the decision to 
dedicate it to Lolika Kiho is based on 
our front man’s personal experience 
being with her and how he believes she 
exudes these qualities.

 
EASTERN MIRROR: Working as a 
group is not easy especially with each 
indi- vidual having 
differ- ent ideas and 

tastes. How do you work it out? Any 
issues you have faced initially?

Annie’s O.K: Considering the 
fact that we have different approach 
to music, it works miraculously for us 
since we like to experiment. We haven’t 
had any issues but instead these differ-
ences work to our advantage as stated 
earlier.

EASTERN MIRROR: What is the ulti-
mate direction for your band?

Annie’s O.K: Not all of us have 
opted for Music as a professional career 
but one thing is for certain that our 
passion for music will never cease to 

end. We aspire on bringing 
back the Good old Rock 

culture but with a touch 
of current trends of mu-
sic. Lastly, we would like 
to use this platform to 
tell the people that they 

can expect interesting 
stuff from us in 

the near future 
as we are cur-
rently work-
ing on more 
projects.

11 am, 2 pm, 5 pm, 8 
pm: Raid (Hindi)

HILL STAR 
Movie Schedule
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San Francisco, March 15 
(IANS): A team of Microsoft 
researchers, including one of 
Indian-origin, has created an 
Artificial Intelligence (AI)-
powered machine system 
that can translate sentenc-
es of news articles from 
Chinese to English with the 
same quality and accuracy 
as humans.

Researchers from the 
company’s Asia and US 
labs said their system 
achieved human parity on 
a commonly-used test set 
of news stories -- called “newst-
est2017” -- that was released at a 
conference recently, a blog post 
said late on Wednesday.

According to Arul Menezes, 
an IIT-Bombay alumni and Part-
ner Research Manager of Micro-
soft’s machine translation team, 

the team set out to prove that its 
systems could perform about 
as well as a person when it used 
a language pair -- like Chinese 

to English 
-- for which 

there is a lot 
of data.

“Given the best-case situa-
tion as far as data and availability 
of resources goes, we wanted 
to find out if we could actually 
match the performance of a 
professional human translator,” 
said Menezes.

To ensure the results were 

both accurate and at par with 
what people would have done, 
the team hired external bilin-
gual human evaluators who 
compared Microsoft’s results to 
two independently produced 

human reference translations.
“Hitting human parity in a 

machine translation task is a 
dream that all of us have had. We 
just did not realise we would be 
able to hit it so soon,” said Xue-
dong Huang, Technical Fellow 
in charge of Microsoft’s speech, 
natural language and machine 
translation efforts.

To reach the human parity 
milestone on this dataset, three 
research teams in Microsoft’s Be-
ijing and Redmond, Washington, 
research labs worked together to 
make the system more accurate. 

“Much of our research is re-
ally inspired by how we humans 
do things,” said Tie-Yan Liu, 
Principal Research Manager 
with Microsoft Research Asia in 
Beijing.

The team used dual-learning 
method. Every time they sent a 
sentence through the system to 
be translated from Chinese to 

English, the research team also 
translated it back from English 
to Chinese. 

That’s similar to what people 
might do to make sure that their 
automated translations were ac-
curate, and it allowed the system 
to refine and learn from its own 
mistakes. 

Dual learning, which was 
developed by the Microsoft re-
search team, can also be used to 
improve results in other AI tasks.

Another method, called de-
liberation networks, is similar to 
how people edit and revise their 
own writing by going through it 
again and again. 

The researchers taught the 
system to repeat the process of 
translating the same sentence 
over and over, gradually refining 
and improving the response, 
Microsoft said.

New Delhi, March 15 (IANS): Expanding its entry-level 
“full-frame mirrorless’ line-up, Sony India on Thursday 
launched the “A7 III” versatile camera with a newly-
developed 24.2MP back-illuminated “Exmor R CMOS” 
image sensor.

“A7 III” will be available from March 26 for Rs 1,64,990 
(body only). The bundle kit (A7 III body and 28-70 lens) 
will cost Rs 1,79,990, the company said in a statement.

The camera comes with fast shooting at up to 10 
frames-per-second (fps) with either mechanical shutter 
or silent shooting and diverse 4K4 video capabilities. It 
has an updated “BIONZ X” processing-engine that boosts 
processing speed by nearly 1.8 times compared to the 
A7 II. Sony added “4D FOCUS” capabilities and has 425 
contrast autofocus points that work with a 693-point 
focal-plane phase-detection AF system system that covers 
approximately 93 per cent of the frame.

“A7 III” packs high-precision stabilisation that uses 
sensors and algorithms to achieve a 5.0-step shutter 
speed advantage in a system that compensates five types 
of camera shake with a wide range of lenses. The device 
is equipped with an updated image processing system 
that allows it to shoot full resolution images at up to 10 
frames-per-second (fps) with continuous, accurate AF/
auto exposure tracking for up to 177 standard JPEG im-
ages, 89 compressed RAW images or 40 uncompressed 
RAW images.

Sydney, March 15 (IANS): 
A protein present in the 
milk of the platypus can 
potentially save thousands 
of lives by effectively kill-
ing superbugs that has 
become increasingly re-
sistant to antibiotic drugs, 
researchers say.

Due to its unique fea-
tures -- duck-billed, egg-
laying, beaver-tailed and 
venomous, the platypus 
has long exerted a power-
ful appeal to scientists, 
making it an important 
subject in the study of evo-
lutionary biology.

“Platypus are such 
weird animals that it 
would make sense for 
them to have weird bi-
ochemistry,” said lead 
author Janet Newman, 
researcher at Australia’s 
Commonwealth Scientific 
and Industrial Research 
Oganisation. 

“The platypus belongs 
to the monotreme family, 

a small group of mammals 
that lay eggs and produce 
milk to feed their young. 
By taking a closer look at 
their milk, we’ve charac-
terised a new protein that 
has unique antibacterial 
properties with the poten-
tial to save lives,” Newman 
added. As platypus do not 
have teats, they express 
milk onto their belly for 
the young to suckle, ex-
posing the mother’s highly 
nutritious milk to the en-
vironment and leaving 
babies susceptible to the 
perils of bacteria.

Researchers believed 
that this might be the 
reason why the platypus 
milk contained a protein 
with rather unusual and 
protective anti-bacterial 
characteristics.

The discovery, detailed 
in the journal Structural 
Biology Communications, 
was made by replicating a 
special protein contained 

in platypus milk in a labo-
ratory setting.

The results showed a 
unique 3-D fold with ring-
let-like formation, dubbed 
as the “Shirley Temple”.

“Although we’ve iden-
tified this highly unusual 
protein as only existing in 
monotremes, this discov-
ery increases our knowl-
edge of protein structures 
in general, and will go on 
to inform other drug dis-
covery work done at the 
Centre,” Newman said.

Antibiotic resistance 
has posed global threat 
that requires action across 
all government sectors 
and society, according to 
the World Health Organi-
sation.  The health body 
pleads for urgent action 
to avoid a “post-antibiotic 
era”, where common in-
fections and minor in-
juries which have been 
treatable for decades can 
once again kill.

London, March 15 (IANS): Digitally con-
nected health devices such as pacemak-
ers and MRI scanners in an Internet of 
Things (IoT) era can be fatal as hackers 
can exploit such devices and harm pa-
tients, the Royal Academy of Engineering 
has warned.

In two new reports published by the 
Royal Academy of Engineering and the 
PETRAS Internet of Things research hub 
late on Wednesday, security experts said 
that cyber attacks on connected health 
devices are of increasing concern as they 
could have severe consequences on pa-
tient safety. 

“Ever greater numbers of health de-
vices have been identified as being poten-
tially at risk, including pacemakers and 
MRI scanners,” the experts cautioned. 

The reports highlighted that digitally 
connected systems need to be designed 
with safety and resilience in mind to 
minimise future risk. 

They could be vulnerable both to 
cyber attacks and non-malicious events 
such as natural hazards or the failure 
of components and the impact can be 
increased where systems are interde-
pendent. 

“The reports identify some of the 
measures needed to strengthen the safety 
and resilience of all connected systems, 
particularly the critical infrastructure on 
which much of our society now depends,” 
said Professor Nick Jennings, a fellow of 
the RAENG and Vice Provost at Imperial 
College London and lead author of one 
of the reports.

“We cannot totally avoid failures or at-
tacks, but we can design systems that are 
highly resilient and will recover quickly,” 

As the number of IoT devices in-
creases in homes, workplaces and public 
spaces, the studies considered the poten-
tial for more aspects of people’s lives to be 
observed. 

Washington, March 14 (IANS): Jupiter’s Great 
Red Spot, which has been shrinking for a cen-
tury and a half, seems to be growing taller as it 
gets smaller, NASA scientists have found.

The Great Red Spot is a persistent high-
pressure region in the atmosphere of Jupiter, 
producing an anti-cyclonic storm 22 degree 
south of the planet’s equator. 

The findings, published in the Astronomi-
cal Journal, indicate that the Great Red Spot 
recently started to drift westward faster than 
before. 

Historically, it’s been assumed that this drift 
is more or less constant.

The study confirms that the storm has been 
decreasing in length overall since 1878 and 
is big enough to accommodate just over one 
Earth at this point. 

But the historical record indicates the area 
of the spot grew temporarily in the 1920s.

“Storms are dynamic, and that’s what we 
see with the Great Red Spot. It’s constantly 
changing in size and shape, and its winds shift, 
as well,” said Amy Simon, an expert in planetary 
atmospheres at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight 
Centre in Maryland.

“There is evidence in the archived observa-
tions that the Great Red Spot has grown and 
shrunk over time,” added Reta Beebe, Professor 
at New Mexico State University in Las Cruces. 

“However, the storm is quite small now, and 
it’s been a long time since it last grew,” Beebe 
said.

Because the storm has been contracting, 
the researchers expected to find the already-
powerful internal winds becoming even 
stronger.

However, instead of spinning faster, the 
storm appears to be forced to stretch up. The 
change in height is small relative to the area that 
the storm covers, but it’s still noticeable.

Further, the Great Red Spot’s colour is also 
deepening, becoming intensely orange since 
2014, the researchers observed. 

While the researchers are not sure why 
that’s happening, it’s possible that the chemi-
cals which colour the storm are being car-
ried higher into the atmosphere as the spot 
stretches up. 

At higher altitudes, the chemicals would 
be subjected to more UltraViolet radiation and 
would take on a deeper colour.

Once big enough to swallow three Earths 
with room to spare, the mystery surrounding 
Great Red Spot seems to deepen as the iconic 
storm contracts. 

Researchers do not know whether the spot 
will shrink a bit more and then stabilise, or 
break apart completely.

“If the trends we see in the Great Red Spot 
continue, the next five to 10 years could be very 
interesting from a dynamical point of view,” the 
researchers said.  “We could see rapid changes 
in the storm’s physical appearance and behav-
iour, and maybe the red spot will end up being 
not so great after all,” they added.

Washington, March 15 (IANS): Seven per 
cent of astronaut Scott Kelly’s genes linked 
to the immune system, DNA repair and 
bone formation, showed an unexpected 
change as a result of spending nearly a 
year in space, reveals NASA’s “Twins Study” 
aimed to unravel the genomics era of space 
travel.

As part of the study, Scott spent a year in 
space while Mark, his identical twin, stayed 
on Earth as a control subject to look at the 
effects of space travel on the human body.

The findings showed that after return-
ing to Earth, Scott started the process of 
readapting to Earth’s gravity. Most of the 
biological changes he experienced in space 
quickly returned to nearly his pre-flight 
status. 

While 93 per cent of Scott’s genes re-
turned to normal after landing, seven per 
cent remained unchanged.

This remaining seven per cent points to 
the possible longer term changes in genes 
related to his immune system, DNA repair, 
bone formation networks, hypoxia and 
hypercapnia, the US space agency said in 
a statement.

By measuring large numbers of me-
tabolites, cytokines and proteins in Scott’s 
body the team learnt that spaceflight is 
associated with oxygen deprivation stress, 
increased inflammation and dramatic 
nutrient shifts that affect gene expression.

Previous studies showed the effect on 
the body after the standard-duration six-
month missions aboard the International 
Space Station (ISS). 

But the “Twin Study” discovered what 
happens to the human body after spending 
one year in space, in a stepping stone to the 
impending three-year mission to the Mars.

The results were presented at the an-
nual Human Research Program Investiga-
tors’ Workshop held in Texas.

Further, a majority of Scott’s telomeres 
-- endcaps of chromosomes that shorten as 
one ages -- which had become significantly 
longer in space, shortened within two days 
of his return to Earth.

The one-year resulted in no significant 
decreases in Scott’s cognitive performance. 

However, a more pronounced decrease 
in speed and accuracy was reported post-
flight, possibly due to re-exposure and 
adjustment to Earth’s gravity, and the busy 
schedule that enveloped Scott after his mis-
sion, the agency said.

Washington, March 14 (IANS): 
Love to gaze at the clouds and 
admire nature’s creativity? 
NASA invites you to take part 
in a citizen science cloud ob-
servation challenge.

As a part of its GLOBE Pro-
gramme -- an international 
science and education pro-
gramme beginning March 
15 through April 15 -- citizen 
scientists of all ages can make 
up to 10 cloud observations 
per day using the GLOBE Ob-
server app or one of the other 
data entry options (for trained 
GLOBE members). 

“The GLOBE Programme 
is offering this challenge to 
show people how important 
it is to NASA to have citizen 

scientist observations, ob-
servations from the ground 
up,” Marile Colon Robles, 
from NASA’s Langley Research 
Centre in Virginia, US, said in a 
statement. 

“We’re going from win-
ter to spring, so the types of 
storms will change, which 
will also change the types of 
cloud,” Robles said.

The challenge partici-
pants with the most observa-
tions will be congratulated 
by a NASA scientist in a video 
posted on the GLOBE Pro-
gramme’s website and on 
social media.

Cloud data collected by 
citizen scientists are highly 
valued and used by research-

ers because it helps to validate 
data from Earth-observing 
instruments. 

“Looking at what an ob-
server recorded as clouds and 
looking at their surface obser-
vations really helps us better 
understand the images that 
were matched from the satel-
lite,” Robles said.

One does not need to be 
a cloud-gazing pro to par-
ticipate. For those who want 
to be part of the challenge but 
don’t have a lot of experience 
identifying clouds, Robles of-
fers the following advice: “Just 
go outside”. The more clouds 
you observe, she said, the 
more comfortable you’ll be 
collecting data.

Microsoft Artificial Intelligence translates 
Chinese to English like humans

Sony expands ‘full-frame 
mirrorless’ camera line-up

Platypus milk may help combat superbugs

Hackers can harm patients by attacking 
‘connected’ pacemakers — Report

‘Jupiter’s Great Red Spot grows taller’
Space travel may cause 
long-term change to DNA

NASA invites citizen scientists for cloud observation challenge

NASA

Mirror Crossword 1762sud0ku 1602
Every Sudoku has a unique solution that can be 
reached logically. Enter numbers into the blank spac-
es so that each row, column and 3x3 box contains 
the numbers 1 to 9.

solutions to CRossWoRD 1761

ACROSS

1. Fanatical
6. Sharp intake of air
10. Pointed instruments
14. Derivative of “Eileen”
15. Operatic solo
16. Footwear
17. 4-footed animal
18. Ad-____
19. Title for a king
20. Shielded
22. Balances
24. Intercollegiate athletic 

organization
25. Projecting part
26. Browns bread
29. “Inter-____”
30. Actress ____ Lanchester
31. Expect
37. Reposes
39. Attached to a shoulder
40. Unit of measure in chemistry
41. An economic theory
44. “Little House” actress ____ Gilbert
45. Costa ____
46. Choice
48. Travails
52. Manufactured goods
53. Warning sounds
54. Pertaining to trees
58. Columnist ____ Barrett
59. ____ and hearty
61. City in Florida
62. Small insect
63. Angers
64. Sustained postures
65. Leer
66. Plague
67. Rendezvous
 
DOWN
1. Bones that protect the lungs
2. Actor ____ Baldwin

3. Brown or grizzly
4. Lacking understanding
5. Become aware
6. Helmet-shaped part of an 

insect
7. Dry
8. Brother or sister
9. City in northeast New Jersey
10. Very (musical term)
11. Free from color
12. Actress Sophia _____
13. Saw (archaic)
21. Space agency
23. Assert

25. Makes slender
26. Semester
27. Margarine
28. Association (abbrev.)
29. Skylighted rooms
32. Narcotics officers
33. Knowledge derived from 

experience
34. Jai ____, sport
35. Tropical plant with edible 

starchy root
36. Style
38. Done to a guitar 
42. Blimp

43. Biblical country
47. Punctual
48. Very slow tempo (musical 

term)
49. With
50. Trite
51. Speak
52. Forcibly pull or twist
54. Beers
55. Not difficult
56. 50s brother singing group
57. Tilt
60. Metric unit of area

solutions to suD0ku 1601



Lionel Messi celebrates putting Barcelona on the road to victory against Chelsea with his quickest ever goal in professional football.

The top four wrestlers Menuosetuo Yiese, Vekutho Soho, Mhasilhousie Nagi and Venuzo 
Dawhuo at Kohima local ground on March 15.

Serena Williams
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CHAMPIONS LEAGUE India climb three spots 
to 99 in FIFA rankings

DECISION TIME: 
Barcelona's Iniesta 
weighing offer from China 

CoA takes away all functioning 
powers of BCCI office-bearers

Serena still best in the world –Simona HalepCricket: Dimapur inter-school 
tournament from March 18

Ten selected into state 
football academy

Angami wrestler Menuosetuo Yiese is new NWA champ

EM Images

More than 25,000 spectators converge 
at Khuochiezie to witness final day

Barcelona, March 15 (IANS): 
A magical performance by Leo 
MessI – two goals and an as-
sist – vaulted Barcelona into the 
quarterfinals of  the 2017-2018 
Champions League with a 3-0 
win here over Chelsea in the sec-
ond leg of  their round of  16 tie. 

With the score knotted at 
1-1 after the first leg in London, 
both sides knew the importance 
of  scoring the first goal, Efe 
news reported.

But the Blues found them-
selves trailing before their first 
touch on Wednesday, with Messi 
scoring at close range barely two 
minutes into the contest to the 
delight of the 97,000-plus crowd 

in the stands at Camp Nou.
The Argentine superstar 

smiled broadly and dedicated 
the goal to his newborn son, 
Ciro.

With their original game 
plan in tatters, Chelsea were 
forced to go forward behind 
Eden Hazard and the visitors 
dominated possession for the 
next 18 minutes, though the 
only real threat was a Willian 
shot that forced a save from 
Marc-Andre ter Stegen in the 
12th minute.

In the 20th minute, how-
ever, Messi stole the ball from 
Cesc Fabregas and blew past 
Cesar Azpilicueta and Andreas 

Christensen before he dished 
off  to Ous mane Dembele rush-
ing forward on his right and 
the Frenchman beat Thibaut 
Courtois for his first goal in a 
Barca shirt.

The second goal left Chelsea 
dazed and only a good stop by 
Courtois prevented Luis Suarez 
from making it 3-0 on the night 
just minutes later.

With 10 minutes left in the 
first half, the Blues regrouped 
and went on the attack. N'Golo 
Kante and Marcos Alonso wast-
ed a pair of  good chances, but 
Alonso did better on a free kick 
in the 45th, hitting the post.

Chelsea were sharper to 

start the second half  and Cour-
tois thwarted Suarez again in 
the 48th minute to keep his 
team alive.

The hosts lost Paulinho and 
Sergio Busquets to injury in the 
space of  10 minutes and Barca 
was looking less capable in pos-
session when Messi rose to the 
occasion once more, threading 
the ball through Courtois' legs 
in the 64th minute to bring the 
margin to 3-0 on the night and 
4-1 overall.

It was the Argentine's 100th 
goal in Champions League play 
and Barcelona are headed to the 
tournament quarterfinals for a 
record 11th consecutive year. 

New Delhi, March 15 
(IANS): The Indian foot-
ball team jumped three 
places to 99 in the latest 
FIFA rankings for the 
month of  February re-
leased on Thursday.

The Stephen Constan-
tine-coached side will take 
on Kyrgyz Republic in a 
2019 AFC Asian Cup qual-
ifying match on March 27 
at the Dolon Omurzakov 
Stadium in Bishkek. India 
have already booked their 
berth in the Asian Cup af-
ter a gap of  27 years.

India are yet to play 
in 2018, having last fea-
tured in a 2-2 draw against 
Myanmar in the return-leg 
match of  the AFC Asian 
Cup qualifying Group 
A match last November. 
India gained six points 
from their February rating 
points (333) to make the 
three-spot leap.  After being 
ranked 14th in the Asian 
confederation in February, 
India made a one-spot leap 
in that regard while Iran 
continues to lead the way 
in the continent.

Barcelons, March 15 (AFP/PTI): Barcelona captain An-
dres Iniesta revealed he has an offer to move to China and 
will make a decision on his future before the end of  April.

The 33-year-old came through the youth system at 
Barca, has made over 400 appearances for the club and 
signed a "lifetime contract" with the club in October.

But after a 3-0 win over Chelsea on Wednesday se-
cured the team's place in the Champions League quarter-
finals, Iniesta admitted his future may lie elsewhere.

"Before April 30 I have to make the decision whether 
I'm still in Barcelona or I'm going to China. I have to as-
sess what is best for me and for the club," he said.

"It is a decision that I will communicate to the club 
first and then you will find out. I will make a decision 
before April 30.

"It will be the most honest for me and for the club." Ini-
esta has been linked with Tianjin Quanjian, although the 
Chinese Super League club declared the rumours "false" 
this week and threatened legal action to stamp them out.

Iniesta has won the Champions League four times and 
La Liga eight times during a period of  sustained success 
for Barcelona. Coach Ernesto Valverde said: "It's a very 
personal decision, he has to decide. "I'm not thinking of  a 
Barcelona without Andres Iniesta because right now we 
have a Barcelona with Andres Iniesta”.

Washington, March 15 (IANS): Top-
ranked Simona Halep of Romania has said 
is still the best tennis player in the world.

"I think she should have been actually 
No. 1 seed in this tournament because she 
left as No. 1 in the world," the Romanian 
was quoted by WTA official website as 
saying on Wednesday, Xinhua reported.  
"And to give birth, it's the best thing in the 
world. It's more than a sport."

Halep took time out to head to the 
stands and watch the Williams sisters face 
off  for the 29th time in their career in the 
ongoing Indian Wells WTA tournament. 
Serena Williams has not played for a long 
time after being a mom last year. She lost 
to her sister Venus in third round match 

of  the event.
"It's always nice to watch them," Halep 

said. "I love the way that they are moti-
vated and they are still playing at this age, 
Serena with the kid. So it's a great thing 
what they do for sport, and it's great that 
tennis has them.

"It was really fun to come out here 
and watch the game. And also, you know, 
I have many things to learn from them. 
That's why I'm trying just to go in to watch 
every time I can."

And the 26-year-old, who beat Chinese 
player Wang Qiang in the fourth round at 
Indian Wells, added: "I'm the world No.1 
in this moment, but I just watched the best 
player in the world."

D i m a p u r,  M a r c h  1 5 
(EMN): The Dimapur 
District Cricket Associa-
tion has organised an inter-
school under-16 cricket 
tournament from March 
18 to 25th at NCA stadium, 
Sovima in Dimapur. A 
statement from the associa-
tion on Thursday informed 
that the tournament will be 
conducted under the aegis 
of  the Nagaland Cricket 
Association. 

Twelve schools will par-

ticipate in the tournament 
out of  which the district 
association will select the 
probables for the Dimapur 
district under-16 team. 

Defending champi-
ons, Zakiesato Memorial 
Higher Secondary School 
will take on Millennial Vi-
sion School at 8 am while 
Christian Higher Second-
ary School will play Delhi 
Public School at 12 noon 
on the opening day, it in-
formed. 

D i m a p u r,  M a r c h  1 5 
(EMN): The department 
of  Youth Resources and 
Sports has announced the 
list of  ten football players 
selected to be trained at 
the State Sports Hostel in 
Dimapur.

The list, announced on 
Thursday include: Kezevi-

tuo, Devika, Vicky, Mangal 
Gurung, Homuka Yep-
tho, Benrithung Yanthan, 
Keduoneizo, Itoka Awomi, 
Longshing Konyak and 
Hetanlo Kath. For accom-
modation in the hostel, 
they have been asked to 
contact coach Mughato 
Aye (Ph. 7005655326).

Kohima Bureau
Kohima, March 15 (EMN): An-
gami wrestler Menuosetuo Yiese 
of  Kohima village emerged as the 
champion at the 26th wrestling 
meet of  the Nagaland Wrestling 
Association (NWA) here at Kohima 
local ground on March 15.

The 19 year-old Menuosetuo 
defeated Chakhesang wrestler Ve-
kutho Soho of  Phek village in 
the final to lift the title in-front 
of  a packed Khuochiezie crowd. 
Indeed, Thursday’s gathering at 
Khuochiezie with over 25,000 spec-
tators was recorded as the biggest 
crowd ever to have assembled in 
NWA tournaments.

Menuosetuo bagged the coveted 
title from among 54 wrestlers who 
took part in this year’s edition, 
representing Zeliang Wrestling As-
sociation (ZWA), Angami Sports 

A s s o c i a t i o n 
(ASA) and 

Chakhe-
s a n g 
W r e s -
tling As-

sociat ion 
(CWA).

Standing 
at 6 foot and 
weighing 118 
kg, the new 
NWA champ 
Yi e s e,  w h o 
went down in 
the first bout, 
c a m e  b a c k 

strong in the second and third 
bouts to win the final match. The 
finalist, 22 year-old Vekutho, is the 
son of  former NWA champion 
Hukhoneyi Soho.

On his way to lift the title, Men-
uosetuo beat fellow Angami wres-
tler Mhasilhousie Nagi of Jotsoma 
village in the semifinal, veteran 
Chakhesang wrestler Surhoneyi 
Soho in the quarters and another 
Angami wrestler Rovilhoulie Pier 
in the pre-quarters.

As for the finalist Vekutho, 
he defeated reigning Chakhesang 
champion Venuzo Dawhuo of  
Thenyizu village in the semis and 
Angami wrestler Vizakietuo Suohu 
of nKohima village in the quarters.

The third position was bagged 
by Mhasilhousie Nagi,  while Venu-
zo Dawhuo was placed fourth.

The champion fetched a cash 
award of  INR 3,00,000 lakh and 
also an addition of  another INR 
30,000 and trophy in memory of  
late Velahü Puro, while the second, 
third and fourth position win-
ners bagged a cash award of  INR 
2,00,000 lakh, INR 1,00,000 lakh 
and INR 80,000 respectively.

The losing quarterfinalists 
Surhoneyi Soho, Vizakietuo Suohu, 
Kezhavizo Thevo and Pfusato Tet-
seo received a cash incentive of INR 
20,000 each.

The other wrestlers who went 
down fighting in the pre-quarters 
were Seketoukho Nipu (ASA), 
Pusühü Kezo (CWA), Niepoyi 

New Delhi, March 15 (PTI): The ugly 
battle between the two-member Commit-
tee of Administrators (CoA) and the three 
principal BCCI office bearers got murkier 
with the Vinod Rai-led panel deciding to 
take away all functioning powers of acting 
president CK Khanna, acting secretary 
Amitabh Chaudhary and treasurer An-
iruddh Chaudhry.

Having already sought their removal 
in the seventh Status Report filed in Su-
preme Court last week, the CoA has gone 
a step further by issuing the diktat to stop 
the office-bearers from taking any decision 
unilaterally.

It also stopped Board officials from us-
ing the BCCI funds to meet legal expenses 
in connection to the Lodha Panel related 
cases. The officials now cannot plan their 
travel and accommodation for various 
meetings without CoA's permission. It has 
been learnt that sitting on central contracts 
of  the Indian players irked CoA chief  
Vinod Rai as insurance policies of  the 
Indian players was about to lapse.

The matter became worse after secre-
tary Amitabh questioned the manner in 
which CoA made certain appointments 
including that of a former Page 3 journal-
ist and currently associated with a film 
production company as GM (Marketing) 
for a whopping salary of  Rs 1.65 crore 
per annum.

The 12-point diktat effectively takes 
away all the powers from executive func-
tionaries. "The CoA is ready to throw the 
principles of governance out of window. 
They want to take away the rights of the of-
fice bearers," a BCCI office-bearer told PTI: 

When told that CoA is peeved that 
they sat on players' contracts and certain 
appointments, he retorted: "Were we 
even kept in the loop when the contracts 
were being chalked out? You want people 
to sign it blindly when they don't even 
know the terms of  reference used 
for certain appointments. Where 
in Lodha Panel's report was 
recommendation for GM 
(marketing)? Are we seri-
ous that we need to market 
Indian cricket?" 

In its diktat, the CoA 
has instructed: "Any em-
ployee/ retainer/ consultant 
of  BCCI who receives a 
communication from any 
office bearer and finds that 
the same is not copied to the 
CEO and/or the Committee 
of  Administrators, shall 
immediately forward 
the same to the 
CEO and/
o r  t h e 
C o m -
mittee 
of  Ad-
minis-
t r a -

tors, as the case may be." 
A BCCI official said it has been done 

to stop acting president Khanna from 
finding Venkatesh Prasad's replacement 
in the junior national selection committee 
on his own despite existing constitution 
allowing it.

Another instruction reads: The office 
bearers and/or their respective Executive 
Assistants shall not undertake any travel 
including but not limited to hotel ac-
commodations at BCCI expense without 
the prior approval of  the Committee of  
Administrators.

It has come in the wake of allegations 
that acting secretary Amitabh Chaudhary 
is travelling 25 days a month, staying at five-
star facilities and availing premium air tick-
ets at the expense of the Board. Treasurer 
Aniruddh Chaudhry is already sidelined 
and doesn't attend most of the meetings.

The CoA has directed that, "the act-
ing Secretary shall continue to sign all 
contracts/ appointment letters on behalf  
of BCCI. However, if  a contract/ appoint-
ment letter that has been approved by the 
CoA is not signed by the Acting Secretary 
within reasonable time not exceeding 5 
working days, the CoA may direct the 
CEO to sign such contract/ appointment 
letter. Once a contract/ appointment letter 
has been signed by the CEO as per the di-
rections of the Committee of Administra-
tors, the same shall be binding on BCCI.

A BCCI official claimed that it has 
been done since acting secretary Amitabh 
Chaudhary has refused to sign the Central 
Contract of  Indian players and appoint-
ment of  GM (Marketing) and the new 
ACU Chief.

The CoA has also said that, "all infor-
mation, correspondence, communications 
and discussions involving the Committee 
of  Administrators and any employee/ 

consultant/ retainer/ service 
provider shall be kept 

confidential and shall 
not be disclosed to 
any person without 
the express written 

consent of  the 
Committee of  

Administra-
tors."

Player like Messi 
born only once in 
50 years –Conte

Hailing FC Barcelona star Lionel 
Messi for his superlative display 
against Chelsea, manager Antonio 
Conte said his kind of  player is born 
only once every 50 years.

Messi scored twice to take his 
tally to 100 goals in the competition 
and also set up Ousmane Dembele 
to open his Barcelona account. 

At the final whistle Chelsea 
coach Conte was seen marching 
onto the pitch to congratulate Messi 
on his display.

"We are talking about a player 
who can move the final result for 
every team, for any team he is play-
ing in," Conte was quoted as saying 
by ESPNFC. 

"He started to play with Barce-
lona and for sure he will finish his 
career in Barcelona. Many teams 
can hope to have him in their team, 
but it won't be possible.

"This is a great story for Barce-
lona and Messi. This type of  player 
is born [once] in 50 years. We are 
talking about one single player with 
this capacity, with this ability, with 
these skills.

"He's fantastic. We are talking 
about a player who is able to move 
the final result for the team for 
whom he is playing."

Asked what were his words to 
the Argentine, Conte replied: "When 
you have the opportunity to make a 
great compliment to Messi, I think 
it's right.

"It's right to praise a super, su-
per, super top player. A player who 
is able to score 60 goals in every 
season, not only for one season. I'm 
very pleased to have the opportu-
nity at the end of  the game to give 
him my compliments because we 
are talking about an extraordinary 
player, the best in the world."

Messi sorcery spells 
end for Chelsea

Chiero (CWA), Rovilhoulie Pier 
(ASA), Kekhriengulie Whuorie 
(ASA), Kekhriezo Nagi (ASA), 
Vetuzo Dawhuo (CWA) and 
Seyiekhrietuo Yiese (ASA), while 
Kuluveto Venuh (CWA) also quali-
fied for the individual round.

The NWA reigning champ 
Vechita Khesoh, who was part of  
the CWA squad, failed to make it to 
the individual round title as he was 
defeated by Mhasilhousie Nagi in 
the round matches.

Meanwhile, in Naga style wres-
tling, the overall group champion 
was bagged by the CWA with 144 
points, followed by ASA with a 
total of 139 points. 

Earlier on the day, the function 
for the main ceremony was graced 
by Neiba Kronu, Minister for Plan-
ning and Coordination and Land 
Revenue as the chief  guest. In the 
evening, the prizes to the winners 
were handed over by Member of  
Legislative Assembly, Zale Neikha.


